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Abstract

ABSTRACT

Place is the basic psychological need of the man and the structure of the place facilitates 

orientation and identity of man which are the two basic needs of dwelling. If not, he gets 

alienated. Dwelling is of vital importance to the human existence.

The important attribute of the place which is the structure of the place creates the spirit of 

the place which expresses through the character which is unique and distinctive spatial 

quality peculiar to that place differ from that of all other places. Therefore the creation, 

preservation and maintaining the distinctive character in human environment is very
fj■ important.

I

Chaotic urban spaces have become a crucial problem today. The urban environments 

seem to be lost their place identity and character becoming disordered and placeless 

due to chaotic new developments. They are not meaningfully integrated with the existing 

structure. Changing needs and functions of the society affects for that The reason for 

this is the lack of proper understanding of the concept of the spirit of place in the urban 

space and the factors that determine and generate them.

In this situation, most essential is the identification of the concept of spirit of place and 

the attributes of place making. Identification of these aspects in an urban space 

facilitates the community living.

The complex correlation is analyzed and identified through a theoretical approach. First it 

will search the notion of space and the concepts of place and place making. Secondly it 

will search about the concept of the spirit of place identify, the principles of it with the 

attributes by which these principles of place can be created. Finally this theoretically 

established correlation illustrates with an actual example in Sri Lanka-Colombo fort- 

which has a genuine character due to the foreign invasions of the Portuguese, Dutch & 

British. Now it seems as loosing its character as the new developments. The analysis 

proves the existence of the spirit of the place and the relationship of it with architecture in 

urban spaces and in conclusion it will compare the development guidelines proposed for 

the Colombo Fort area by the Urban Development Authority (UDA).
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Introduction

;
; INTRODUCTION

Background of the study
j

People are always attached to their built environment. The built environment affects for 

the physical and psychological condition of the human. What they get from the place is 

the “sense of p1ace”/“spirit of place”, the attachments to the older places, the 

character, image, the spirit and identity of their places, which are so much apart of 

people and their lives.
“The city is a collection of spaces, centers of meaning, par excellence.”

(Tuan, 1977)

i
;
i

]

;j

; A meaningful relationship between the man and the given environment makes' his 

“dwelling”. To dwell the orientation and identification which are the two psychological 

functions must be fulfilled. Here, man creates the place defining the space. The visually 

perceivable physical spatial structure and activities (human factor) determines the spirit 

of the place (Genius Loci, Sense of the place) which is expressed through the character 

of the place, which is a spatial quality peculiar to that place which differs from all other 

places. Norbert Schulz (sited by Garnham, 1985, p7) also says

s

“Since remote times man has man has recognized that different 

places have a different character. This character is often so strong 

that it, in fact, determines the basic properties of the 

environmental images of most people present, making them feel 

that they experience and belong to the same place."

i

>
!
!

i r< o.- v3

£ LISKAKT $

! Observations leading to the Study:

^ j.
■ Massive and aesthetically unattractive urban center development
■ Isolated pockets of historic buildings:

I
Gities have been developing with time and the character of it has been changing 

continuously.

Even most historical cities we see today have lost their identity and the spirit of the place. 

That is because the city development according to the changing needs if the people, 

society. Today’s professionals responsible for today’s city developments seem to not 

give priority to the image of a city or the spirit of the place They seem to consider the

i

I

m
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Introduction

built environment of the city and its buildings, placing them as individual objects which 

eventually create spaces in the city which become placeless.
“All men in their native powers are craftsmen, whose destiny is to create... a fit 

abiding place, a sense and beautiful world. ”
(Louis Henry Sullivan, 1924)

4

Need of the Study
i

•!
This has become a need due to the misconceptions and the lack of caring for the spirit of 

the place. Many architects and urban designers consider the spirit of the place as a 

natural spirituality, as a result of the actions occurred over a period of time, and thus, as 

something that cannot be deliberately created. So they tend not to pay much attention to 

maintaining it. Although some attempts has been made to harmonize it with the existing

ji character, the approaches which were made are merely superficial, resulting in the
•
chaotic environment which is seen today in most cities. This can bee seen as being due 

to the lack of proper understanding of the notion of the spirit of the place and the

principles that generate them and the attributes which create these principles. In this
l
context the identification of the above said aspects are very important. Identifying of 

them will result in the “places” facilitating the dwelling as the result of the creation of 

meaningful and livable urban spaces for human existence.

vi

In the built environment, urban space is most important. It is here that community 

gathering as a group which allows for enjoyment happens with the harmonious 

relationship making interaction between the community members. So It becomes a 

critical need for today.

This is a worldwide problem which is more prevalent in Colombo especially in Fort area 

(which has a distinct character) due to the open economy. This area is the most 

important place in the country as the economical, cultural, social, aesthetic and historical 

value. Now it is accessible to a limited number of users, but it is the most important 

urban commercial area with high economical value and commercial value. Urgent need 

arises to make use of place accommodating the economical value and commercial value 

with facilitating the maximum enjoy ability to the maximum users maintaining the spirit of 

the place, as meaningful places are very important to the man to dwell.

Vi
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jj
i Although the UDA has certain controls over the construction of the buildings, there are 

no regulations to control the usage of material s and haphazard construction without the 

meaningful integration with the existing character. This has been resulted the chaotic
It

urban space, destroying the existing unique character. The only unique character exists 

in the historical building facades and buildings. This is the result of the lack of the 

understanding of the spirit of the place, its attributes and the lack of the study of the 

existing situation of the place.

i

All too few architects appear to have a real awareness of the importance of the spirit ofi
the place.

The most important fact is that the importance of place making and the critical\
connection it has to the urban space development is not understood and sufficiently 

highlighted. It is therefore clear that there is an urgent need of a stuffy, which would 

observe, study and highlight the importance of the maintaining the spirit of the place with 

i the process of urban place making.
!
I

To date there are many writings on this important aspect of urban and architectural place

making. They all has written about the spirit of the place but doesn’t give a clear idea
■ I

about the constituent principles of it. Somehow, analyzing the existing townscape in 

order to identify these principles considered useful in creating new or replacement 

environments. So in this study it will also consider about the previous existed 

townscapes also.
I

Intention of the study!
' S

The intention of the study is to establish that most of the urban place making have not 

always successful to enhance the spirit of the place and to identify the problems of the 

past and present, to examine the basic principles of the spirit of the place and the place 

making, and thereby to highlight the critical connection between these two. To also 

observe, study and to highlight what “the spirit of the place” entails for the present 

situation, and the significance it has in assisting the designer in restoring identity and 

ensuring continuity of character and spirit of place in urban conservation in a destroyed 

physical environment.
1

f.ii
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Essentially this concern is not primarily about the conservation, important though this is
;

maintaining the spirit of the place in an urban situation.
!
!

■ Aims and objectives

s?
Aim of this study will be to identify what is seen as the “Spirit of the place” and how it can'

'
be retained in developing urban cities.

i

Scope & Limitations of the study

\
j The main idea of the study is to establish the importance of the “Spirit of the Place” and

i;j

its essential application in the present urban space development. Hence the study will 

not go into depth, in studying the impacts of city formation, city planning, urban
i

conservation etc.
;
j

For the purpose of this academic study, restrict the scope to only the urban spaces and
i

not incorporate settlements and housing etc. to this study. But in some instances, if there
jj

are better examples in settlements it will analyze them only as e.g. for better
i

understanding of the reader.
11

|
It should be mentioned that the subject matter was extracted from only available 

resources. Although there are limited resources the essence of the produced ideas were 

derived with the input of many individual viewpoints, and guidance, including the 

j | academic support. Subsequent knowledge was gathered from information from 

published literature.

In obtaining photographs for the case studies, there are limitations due to the fact that 

the place of study is in a security restricted area in Colombo. Hence even thought site 

visits were made to document, certain photographs in this compilation have been 

obtained from external sources.

i

i i

;

Method of study
; i

!

The concept of “spirit of place” is a qualitative experiential study and can not be quantify. 

But for the analytical purposes it will be quantified and will study in detail which is 

beyond all physical aspects of a space.
I

iV
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!!
Thought the analysis of various view points and information gathered from many 

resources, an hypothesis is created to identify the intangible idea of the spirit of the 

place which is being analyzed and studied there after to see how is can be achieved in 

developing cities to create more orderly, meaningful architecture in even problematic 

areas urban cities.

it

: There are very few studies done by intellectuals and professionals on the subject of 

“Spirit of Place” even though there are many arguments and concepts behind this very
!

idea. Hence information for this study will be based on the most relevant material which

!

can support and enhance the hypothetical argument followed in this study.
!
!

The study will be backed with case studies to illustrate the concept brought forward 

through this study.

i

s
j

;

'
:;

!

;

i

I

!
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Chapter one

3 ¥CHAPTER ONE: CONCEPT OF SPACE, PLACE & SPIRIT OF PLACE
\
It is convenient to search about the space and the place making as they make the base 

to the spirit of the place. First we have to search what is the spirit in the space and how it 

affects to the place making.

Therefore this chapter initially intends to bring the concepts and the organizing principles 

regarding space and place on a generalized basis, and through that identify a commonly 

accepted basis to the organizing principlesof place making.

Further it will then go on to search the concepts on the spirit of the place and through 

them will evaluate a definition for the term. Then will analyze its structural principles and 

the character from which it is created and perceived.

1.1 Notion of space

Space is a very vague term which can not directly describe or analyze as it is always 

associated with the sense or the concept of the space. Thus the Oxford English!
;
dictionary gives no fewer than 19 meanings for the term “space” as

“Continuous expanse in which things exist and move”

“An amount of this taken by a particular thing or available for particular 

purpose. ”

“An interval between points or objects

i

j

;

Space is intangible, but It has a three dimensional geometry giving concrete qualitative 

terms. It can only be perceived.

; “Space constantly encompasses our being. Through the volume of space, 

we move, see forms and objects, hear sounds, feel breezes, and smell 

the fragrances of a flower garden in bloom” (Ching, 1979)I

!

As the man perceive through his five senses it becomes an experience which is the 

“spatial experience".

I

1
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Norberg-Schulz (1971.09) says the space as

“most of man’s actions comprise spatial aspect, in the sense that the 

objects of orientation are distributed according to such relations as inside 

and outside; far away and close by; separate and united; and continuous 

and discontinuous. Space, therefore, is not a particular category of
V

orientation, but an aspect of any orientation.

Any environment is a collection of spaces. These spaces have quantitative dimension 

which are the length, breath and height and which communicated, understood and 

visualized. Quantitative dimensions are immediately grasped by its physical dimension
i
and it renders one’s mind to a superficial judgment of that space. It is the first step of the 

space grasping by a man and his first experience. Still the awareness of the physical 

dimensions of space alone never completes the experience since the space contains not 

only what is physically there but more than that.

1.2 Levels of experiencing the space
I .!

' Space supports a quality of experience. Those qualities can be neutral or positive. 

Actually the physical dimensions are the sources of generating many qualitative 

attributes of a space. Any space has certain attributes evoked out of the arrangements of 

its physical elements (Graham, 1961).

I
The process of human experiencing of a space with overall respect to those qualitative 

aspects is well described by Lynch (1965) through the concept of “image". As he says 

man experience the environment as the “environmental images”. It is a product of a two 

way process, and also the environment suggests distinctions and relations. Then the 

observer gets them, organize and make them with meanings according to the purpose of 
him.

That is also convinced by Smith, 1974,p18 as

"The communication between the physical environment and the human 

mind happens as a reaction to the spaces the man structured in his mind, 

which are not seen, but inferred. ”

2
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Physical aspects 
of the space

Human Mind Communication ^

i

A complete experience according to the above image concept of Lynch is an exchange 

or a communication of human mind with the physical aspects of a space.

This is a process of putting a space into a person’s own existence. A space experiences 

through such existence is not simply a space but a “spatial experience.” An experience 

of a space through the existence is well understood through an examination of the 

different levels of human experiencing of space described by Norberg Schulz (1971).he 

brings in different levels of experiencing a space in the following order.
:.

■ Pragmatic / Primitive space

■ Perceptual space

■ Existential space

■ Architectural space

There are other levels of experiencing the space as the cognitive and abstract space. 

But here they will not be evaluated as then the study gets more complicated.
i

r-Q \o

' —
v• i

: 3 • j B

(Fig G1)Finding a place in the space 

Source: Design of Cities

I
These experiences can be conscious or unself-conscious. Primitive space is an unself

conscious experience while the others (perceptual, existential and architectural space) 

are self-conscious experiences.

1.2.1 Pragmatic / Primitive space
i

It is where the humans behave unselfconsciously or instinctively. When man is in his 

growing in fetus they experience his surrounding where he breaths, grows and move.

3
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And that coziness within the womb, its warmth and protective enclosure is registered

unconsciously in the lifestyle. So this becomes a very basic and an individual
ii

experience.

Chapter one

(Fig 03) Perceiving space within limits 

Source: Design of Cities
(Fig 02) Baby in the womb

s
i

Their behavior or the environment is not controlled. It is also difficult to identify separately 

the space or place in the primitive level as the human attachment and identification of the 

places are biological rather than the human characters in this level. From the beginning

of the infancy, primitive space is structured as the body movement of the man with the
li

senses. These are individual experiences, which provides the fundamental dimensions
I
of the left right, above bellow, front behind etc. (see fig 03)

However primitive or basic it may be such an experience becomes a part of one’s 

collective interactions with the spaces around him in a pragmatic manner. When a 

person experiencing a space this recorded experiences are taken as tools or measures 

by their mind.

!
1.2.2 Perceptual space

Man’s sensing ability is active only to a limited range. So when a man experiences a 

space physically, he only gathers a limited quantity of information. But his ability to use 

his intellect and sharp senses, along with his curiosity evokes many and abstract 

conscious sensitiveness. Therefore the perception is the act of construction in which the

4
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brain uses sensory data to build a meaningful hypothesis about the existence of objects

and events.

Man interacts with the environment and from that he perceives certain parts of that. Act 

of perception of experiencing a space may differ from person to person as perceptual 

experience of a space centralizes man and evokes his individual emotional tendencies.

Relph says (1976) that the perceptual space is realm of direct emotional encounters with 

the spaces of the earth, sea and sky or with built or created space.

i

But according to Matore (sited in Relph, 1976,p78), the space they live not only grasp by 

the human beings with their senses, they project their personality into it and they are tied 

to it by emotional bonds. Therefore the space is not just perceived, but it is lived.
li

This shows the intimate relationship with the physical world and the activated emotions 

I i towards an in-tangible intense reaction. Therefore perceptual space becomes directly 

related to man’s inner intellect and deeper senses than primitive space does. It provides 

the ability to use his intellectual form of mind in a wider capacity. And to receive not only 

human sense of experience of the immediate space in front of him and he becomes 

aware that similar multiple experiences create the whole universe.

1.2.3 Existential space

Here the man experiences the space in a certain cultural framework as the space is 

perceived as a group. But as individuals they tend to experience certain elements in a 

common and shared manner. Hence the spaces are a part of their birth, life and death or 

in their day to day experiences and of their sustained cultural values.

Man interprets his environment directly through the senses psychologically and through 

his own culture. So the space experienced at this level is what the Lynch (1965, p 60) 

describes as the “environmental Image" as he mentions that the man’s orientation 

presupposes an environmental image as a generalized mental picture of the exterior 

physical world. He (1965, p4) also asserts that a good environmental image gives its 

possessor an important sense of emotional security. This implies that a particular culture 

in which the members created a generalized environmental image prevents the 

alienation giving the security. So Norberg-Schulz (1979, p19) says

5
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■!

.
“All cultures have developed “systems of orientation' that is, ‘spatial 

structures which facilitate the good environmental image".
i;
I

So as a summary, the pragmatic space integrates man with his nature, organic 

environment, perceptual space is essential to his identity as a person while the 

existential space makes him belongs to a social and cultural totality (Relph, 1976).
:-

It is clear that the existential is the most important to man and so; further study of it will 

be done.
u

:
1.3 Elements of the existential Space

- ■

Norberg-Schulz (1971) defines the existential space as a relatively stable system of 

perceptual schemata or image of the environment. Further he says that this image 

evokes in the human mind ensures its presence, orientation in a space. Therefore, it is 

important to study how this image structures in human mind. This environmental image 

consists of few stable elements.j

i

“Here the poet did not look far for his dream instrument And yet with what 

art he nuclei zed the landscape! With what fantasy the confemed multiple 

curvature on space! This is really a fantasy on Riemann’s curved space, a 

dynamited center. And this center is powerful, because it is an imagined 

center. One step further into the world of images offered us by Pieyre de 

Mandiargues, and we see the center that imagines; then we can read the 

landscape in the glass nucleus. We no longer look at it while looking 

through it.n (Bachelard, 1969, p132)

:

Karl Jasper (Sited by Schulz in 1971) says in itself every existence is appeared round. 

Therefore, the round form is consisted of two elements which are the center and the 

surrounding ring. Hence Schulz suggests notions of continuity, centralization and 

enclosure work together to form concrete existential concept. Therefore the perceptual 

schema or the existential space or the image is organized in relation to three major 
principles.

■ Center

■ Enclosure

>.
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■ Continuity

1.3.1 Center of the Existential Space

Since the remote times man has thought of the whole world has been centered. So it is 

clear that this is a strong need of the man. He identifies him and orientate relative to that 

(see fig 04). Kevin Lynch has analyzed this identification and orientation with the basic 

concepts of node, path, edge and districts.

5l
\\

(Fig 04) Clearly demarcated center by using buildings 

Source: History of Architecture

Norberg-Schulz (1971) says that for the terms of spontaneous 

perception man’s space is subjectively centered. And he gives a 

conclusion that any man’s personal world has its center.

So man perceives space with an element as a center. Each person may consider

preferable centers at their own space but as earlier discussed as he is a member of a
13

particular cultural group, each persons of that cultural group may consider the same 

element as a center when they are experiencing the same place as a cultural group.UI
,

; A center may be a landmark, a place, a city or an enclosure where man acquires his

position.

For example cultures also have their sacred centres. The ancient Greeks placed the 

j naval of the world in Delphi. For Islam the Ka’aba in Mecca is still the centre of the world. 
The Capitol is the centre for the Romans

1.3.2 Enclosure of the Existential Space

As discussed earlier according to the Jaspers explanation, every existence appear 

round, hence that surround term consists a center and a surrounding ring. Also in 

general to get a complete image there should be a limit which is the boundary (Norberg- 

Schulz, 1971, p19).

7
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So the size of the image is decided by the enclosure. This can be understood dearly as

Rudolf Schwarz says that a domain can only becomes a home if it is small, it is dearly 

depicts that the man is always associated with the boundary (Norberg-Schulz, 1971, 

p20). But these boundaries always need not to be a physical demarcation and may be 

an abstract conception.

!

(Fig 05) A basic example of making an enclosure around a 

settlement
The British village of Avebury, a medieval foundation, carries on its 

activity with in the circular earth-work and awesome stone of 
prehistory. In the middle distance is Silbury Hill, another Neolithic 

work.

1.3.3 Continuity of the Existential Space
!

The directional relationship of the other elements between the center and the enclosure
) i

establishes through the continuity.

Lynch (1965) states that the path with clear and well known origins and destinations had 

stronger identities that helped to tie a space together. Here he has tried to explain the 

fact that continuity of space make it easier in human mind to perceive as one unit.

i
!

This analysis of the ways of experiencing the space clearly shows how the space is 

physically experienced by the man. The components of the existential structure are 

important both in the making and experiencing the space.

i
: 1.4 Architectural space

!
■ Norber-Schulz, (1971, p3) explains the concept of the architectural space as the 

concretization of the existential space. There he also says that man tries to integrate his 

personal schemata into the existing schemata and on the other hand translate his 

schemata into concrete architectural structure. So that architectural space becomes a 

deliberately created space with the new interpreted meanings or the enhancement of the 

existed meanings. Therefore Norber-Schulz (1979) says that the architectural spaces are 

more than mere aesthetic or structural elements but they are containers of expressions 

and meanings.

8
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:
; Man’s existential space is determined by the environment. Man interacts with it. He has

the connection with it in two ways which are the physical aspects and the psychological 

aspects.
n

i
Architecture primarily fulfills its physical aspects (Schulz, 1972,p32).

The center, enclosure and continuity are the principles those have organized the 

existential space and therefore become the principles of the composing the place as well
■

as by defining the space creates a place. These principles in this context have a 

relationship with the perceiving of the place by a person in a particular environment.

!
i It further proves by Schulz (1980,12) saying, to make a place (with identity) there should 

be an inside outside relationship: which means the relationship between the man-made 

(interior) and the natural (exterior) environment. So the centralization, direction which 

can be vertical or horizontal and the rhythm becomes the properties of that place. He 

further says to make a unique space it should have a center which has a focus, 

continuity into different directions (vertical or horizontal) of earth and sky. All must have 

in an enclosed space. If not the place is loosing its identity and becomes placeless.

1

\\

i

Built-environment itself is a place where actions take place. So the place is an integrali.j
part of existence.

E.g.: Peking

V
*

1

; Oi
: .

i

i
;

Creating space through the tombs 

Of the Ming Emperors
floor plan

(Fig 06) Source: Design of Cities
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North of Peking in China: the tombs of the Ming Emperors are a magnificent example

which shows the principles of place making in the simple sense. There the semi-circular 

mountain range gives the sense of enclosure making a centre where the climax: groin- 

vaulted pavilion is positioned. Thirteen mounds act as the man made boundary 

containing the tombs of emperors.

!

Man’s psychological needs are also with in the architectural space. This has been 

stressed by the Suzane Langer and she states (sited by Oakley, D. 1923, p51) that a 

building fabric serves man’s physical needs, architecture serves social needs; it is thus

the intention that architecture to be differentiated from building.
I

• I Meiss (1985,p101) also confirms this saying that the architectural space is bom from the
do notrelationship between the objects or boundaries and from planes which 

themselves have the character of objects, but which define limits which are more or less 

explicitly, constitute continuous surfaces forming an uninterrupted boundary and with the 

elements converge towards one point.
!•)•!:

Therefore it can be stated that, what makes a work of architecture is a strong center, a 

| well demarcated enclosure and a perceivable continuity.

1.5 Concept of “Place”
I

Twenty years ago, landscape architect Grady Clay (1983) argued that place was nothing 

more than a passing fad within academic circles. More than a decade later, the term was
i
!

still around, infuriating thinkers such as environment-behavior researcher Amos 

; Rapoport (1994, p. 32), who bitterly reported that “place is never clearly defined and

hence vague; when definitions are found, they are illogical.” Despite the controversy and 

skepticism regarding the longevity and significance of the term, papers and books on the 

phenomenon of place continue to be published.i
:

Place is never clearly defined and hence vague. Place in association with space also has
■

an integrated meaning and they have more common properties. Context for the place is 

given by the space, but derives meaning from particular space. Space is an experience 

thus the place becomes a pause.;

The interplay of space and mind creates place (Macnaghten, 1998). Space implies a 

neutral and empty area. But in practice no space is neutral to a human being as we
\
\

10!
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invest every space with many meanings. There is a physical reality which we could call 

nature however we cannot help but interpret this nature through our cultural lenses, town 

and country, climber and paddler (Norberg-Schulz, 1979). So, Place becomes a cultural 

landscape. We do this in two ways, by construction and by projection.:
!

:
In this case it is a personal process. The meanings we project onto a place are an

;
expression of our frame of mind and our needs at any one time. For example a fear of 

the dark or the forest may be an expression of our inner fear of the hidden parts of us.
:

(Fig 07) Space defined through cultural lenses
Source: Design of Cities

Some people may attempt to circumscribe the notion of place in terms of objective limits 

! (a material container of activities) or of subjective foundations (the experience of
I

bioregional belonging.) Attempts to delimit place in either of these dualistic notions, 

however, fall short of elucidating the ontological significance of place—a fact that, in 

some measure, Malpas recognizes in his philosophical deliberations on Place and 

Experience (Malpas 1999).
1

The overriding message Malpas wishes to argue for is succinctly summarized when he 

notes that place “cannot be reduced to any one of the elements situated within its 

compass, but must instead be understood as a structure comprising spatiality and 

temporality, subjectivity and objectivity, self and other. Indeed, these elements are
j

;
themselves only established in relation to each other and so only within the
topographical structure of place" (p. 163).

l

Meiss (1990, p 135) has analyzed the concept of “place” through the ideas of
i

: uThe void exists as long as you don’t throw yourself into it”.

O. Elytis
*

■

:

' !
;
i
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■

“........space seized by imagination cannot remain indifferent space to the

measuring and thought of the surveyor. It is to be experienced. And it is to 

be experienced, not in its positiveness, but with all the bias of 

imagination....”

;

1
; G.Bachelard:
:
I

“........whatever space and time mean , place and occasion mean

more....space has no room, time not a moment for man 

door a welcoming and give a face to each window. Make of each a place, 

a bunch of places of each house and each city....”

A. van Erick

!

Make of each

\

Through them he has arrived that the space becomes a place when the human factor 

adds to it where he makes an enclosure around him giving an identity. He (1990, 135- 

136) further says a place has its roots and its history; it is anchored in time and in a 

precise spot on the earth. A place has its dome, sky and perhaps even its ‘star1. By 

building humans fix special relationships between earth, sky and time.

I

!

V

1.6 Concept of Place Making
:

Architecture satisfies a basic need for shelter - but also - and equally importantly - an 

existential need to define our place on the apparently limitless space of the earth. (E.g.
;
On the personal level - how children take possession of space)

(Fig 08) Finding a place

The twentieth century Dutch Benedictine architect Van der Laan - who was influenced 

by the ideas of Laugier - respects the sheltering role of architecture. He writes:

s
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i
"Our initial objective in building a house is to provide the necessary 

protection for our frail body."

But at the same time he has recognized the architecture’s equally important role in 

defining space. He writes:

uthe essence of architecture consists in the bringing together of limited 

solid elements so that limited living-spaces can arise between them."

Place is not a static thing and has a range of subtleties and significance. They may get a 

geographical or a sacred significance. So the places have names. If not the environment 

becomes chaotic, lacking in orientation and it looses the identity of the man. Then the 

place becomes a fearful experience. Places in existential spaces can therefore be 

understood as centers of meanings or forces of intentional purpose.

;

Architecture is making places meaningfully. Places are the individual buildings or a 

collection of the buildings (settlement) which can be a rural setting or an urban space 

(Which are the parts of the environmental levels).

So Norberg-Schulz (1979, p 169,170) says

“Through' building man gives meanings concrete presence and he gathers 

buildings to visualize and symbolize his form of life as a totality. Thus his every 

day life world becomes a meaningful home where he can dwell. ”

As Norberg-Schulz (1979) explains, man responds to the environment in three basic 

ways which are visualization, complementation and symbolization.

1
Where man needs to make the natural environment more precisely, he builds what he 

has seen and understood. E.g. for a delimited space a boundary, center square and for 

the nature's direction: a path. If the man understood as the nature shows a limited space 

to settle they made a boundary while for gathering: the square and to indicate direction: 

the paths. He also gathered number of meanings with them. Then the environment is 

meaningful and man gets the homely feeling (Norberg-Schulz, 1979, p3) as he could 

orientate and identify with the particular environment.

These are interdependent, but each can act in certain individuality within the totality.

13
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!

In the first figure (Fig 11) although the space is defined by the walls, space is 

characterless while the other figure shows how the rhythm, texture and spirit is
;

composed through the language of architecture.
I

Architectural forms, textures, materials modulation of light and shade, colour, all 

combine to inject a quality or spirit that articulates space. The quality of the architecture 

will be determined by the skill of the designer in using and relating these elements, both
<

in the interior spaces and in the spaces around his buildings. Also the designing does 

not emerge from a vacuum; it arises out of a deepening of perception, through looking, 

feeling and reflecting on architectural experience. In this way experience becomes a 

resource.

I
I

1
I;

m , v v; • -< y,' •

(Fig 12) Place created by the 

users in a narrow street in Florence. 
Source: What time is this place?

r>:<.

ai
TO

v-‘:

' Sometimes according to a particular landscape or 

environmental setting we move & attach to those places. There is an essence of these

special and often sacred places. So we have to identify what are the universal themes
I
that repeatedly show up in the “literature of place” that connect people across time, 
space, and cultural differences.

; ;

' :i
!
1.7 Significance of Place to Man

i
There is a physical and psychological relationship between man and his environment. 

Man is always attached to his environment and he can’t separate from it. He is part of 
his environment.

\
i
As Norberg- Schulz sited (1979,p168) Marxism

I!
“Man as a biological being is part of nature, and that nature is an 

“objective reality”, which is given independently of man’s consciousness. 

Man faces this reality in his work, and thus realizes his purposes “in 

natureThus implies that he may “master" nature, without however 

isolating himself from it Rather he ought to arrive at an ever deeper

>
;l

:
■

i
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understanding of its laws”. Man’s consciousness is both in its content

and form a “reflection” of nature, although it possesses a certain 

independence and power of feedback. ”
■

Man’s fundamental need is the shelter as he is exposed to certain environmental forces 

like wind; rain etc. so he make shelters and select natural place to settle. As discussed

earlier, there to gain existential foothold and make it a place two psychological functions
ji

also should be fulfilled (Norberg-Schulz, 1979). Which are 

Orientation: orientate him in the particular space. &

Identification: Identify him with the environment.

This is the place making which is called “dwelling". If not, people get alienation. He can’t
i
i identify him with the natural and man made environment. This prevents the gathering of 

meanings and makes the loss of place. Then the things become only the objects and the 

natural environment becomes a “resource”.

“Man can not create meanings that are entirely his own. Man is part of a 

living” world, and does not conceive meanings in a vacuum. Meanings 

necessarily form part of a totality, which comprises natural components.” 

(Norberg-Schulz,1979,p169)
;

I Places have structural properties and meanings. Man attract with these meanings. 

Though the above five categories of meanings man gets his understanding about his 

surrounding environment and nature. From the man’s childhood he responds to theII
natural forces consciously or unconsciously through his psyche. Then he is in 

j identification (Schulz refer this as a “friendship” with the nature, p169) with his 

environment and then he experiences it meaningfully.
{

Here gathering means, man collect the meanings in the natural 

context and using his language (architecture) present them in a 

new way by interpreting them according to their purpose. So the 

man’s inventions have the formal properties of the natural

environment. As an example to present the space they use 

direction and the boundary. Up and down are the general aspects 

of the direction.

(Fig 13) A Kwakiutl totem pole going to decay evokes strong meanings.
Source: what Time Is This Place
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“The man made forms which concretize characters obviously do not 

imitate the analogous natural forms, but we have again to ask for 

common structural properties.” (Schulz A/., 1979,p169)

Gathering means the collection of things brought from several places together. Moving 

takes place from place to another. As Schulz interprets this is “symbolization". They get 

things from another culture and make their own. As an example, genius loci of Rome 

have arisen due to the function of gathering. There the meanings of natural places are 

translated into buildings to visualize the qualities of the natural landscape through the 

city. This is done by gathering several landscapes symbolically in one as the general 

interest of the Romans. (Norberg-Schulz, 1979,p169, 170)

j

i

Culture in a particular society is a collection of such gatherings (Norberg-Schulz, 1979). 

There will be several meanings through the symbolization. There Schulz argues that the 

culture and the city is totally a result of the locality. Social, political and economic 

conditions are dependent on that. But there are physical common properties as all are in 

the same species as the Homo Sapiens Sapient. They will be identified as the principles 

of the place later of this chapter or a thing depend on the function of gathering. 

Gathering means setting into work. So the making of a place is setting in to work which 

means the “architecture”.
j

We bring interpretations to places such that the same place can be a completely 

different experience for different people. But if place exists in a hermeneutical circle, 
then place itself is already interpreted.
:\
1.8 Concept of Spirit of Place: A definition

Same as the space, this is a very vague term which is difficult to define. In general, spirit 

means in the French translation is "Eau de vie'1 or "Water of life". A spirit is dry liquor 

strong in alcohol (www.haDPvhour.ca/dictionary.html). So in chemistry it means about a 

principle matter exists in every alcohol.

£ UfIRAftY ft

There are many definitions on it. Some of them are

■ The vital principle or animating force within living things 

(www. coosci. princeton. edu/cgi-bin/webwn)

&
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■ The general atmosphere of a place or situation and the effect that it has on 

people; ,lthe feel of the city excited him"; "a clergyman improved the tone of 

the meeting"; "it had the smell of treason"

(www. coasci. princeton. edu/cgi-bin/webwn)

■ A fundamental emotional and activating principle determining one's character

i

(www. coasci. princeton. edu/cgi-bin/webwn)

■ The subtle energy which animates otherwise inanimate matter. 2 A

conscious, multifaceted entity which exists simultaneously in all times and

places, both within and outside the confines of our local space time
continuum.

(users. Ivcaeum. oraHux/meta/gloss. htm)i

; So it is clear that spirit of place refers to a spatial quality which achieves through 

principles. People perceive this quality consciously or unconsciously in a place. If the 

said principles of place making are not present it becomes placeless.

i Jackson J. B. (1978, p151) says he sense of place (where he refers to genius Loci) as 

something that we ourselves create in the course of time and It as the result of habit or

. custom. He further says the other people disagree with this and they believe that it;
comes from the responses to features which are already there-either a beautiful natural 

setting or well designed architecture and comes from being in an unusual composition of 
spaces and forms-natural and manmade.

Alexander C. (1979,p224) says the spirits which buildings have, their power, their life, 

comes from the pattern language, their builders use as well where the “language" allows
■

them to generate exactly the balance of uniformity and variety which brings a place to 

life. It depicts that if the language is not there the place is dead. He further mentions that 

every person is creating his own place according to their needs, dreams but as a whole 

there is constancy, a harmony created by the repetition of the underlined patterns.

So it can interpret that both of them are agreed with that ‘the spirit of place is the result of 

the said principles and it visualizes through the character’.

Many people misuse this as the place. Basically it is the uniqueness or the essence of a 

place. But the concept of uniqueness is also very difficult to define or express. There are 

some places which has categorized as unique places like Rome, Greece etc. Each of 

these has a very unique expression or a Quality. People have given values to these

18
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! places and mention of them can bring a mental image of the place (Gamham, H. L, 

1985, p1).i

Spirit of place is derived from the Genius Loci which is a Roman concept. Romans 

believed that the every independent being has its genius: the guardian spirit that gives 

life to people and places which accompanies them from birth to death and determines 

their character or essence. It is a living reality.

Norberg-Schulz (1979, p63-65) refers this uniqueness as a particular identity or as a 

distinct character.
i
!

I “ when a town pleases us because of its distinct character, it is usually 

because a majority of its buildings are related to the earth and the sky in 

the same way; they seem to express a common form of life, a common 

wav of being on the earth. Thus they constitute genius loci which allows 

for human identification

i

According to the local circumstances a place has a particular identity. People grasp this
i

identity as the “spirit” of that place which is a spatial quality. But this can’t be measured. 

As we discussed earlier this is the result of the physical aspects (principles) of the place.
i i

So it is clear that the presence of these essential three principles (center.

enclosure & continuity ) of a place are the principles of making the “spirit” of the
place creating a character and a uniqueness to the place which people grasp as a
spatial quality”.

:!

Through them man creates a meaningful inside which is a place for dwelling.
.

Center Enclosure Continuityl

Principles of place makinq Spirit of Place
3«

Thn )ugh Grasp through
!

Define the way of definingPlace + Character

(Fig 14) Creating the spirit of the place
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1.9 Structure of the place

Norberg-Schulz, (1979,p11) explains a method to analyze the structure of the place in 

terms which are the space and the character. Space is the three dimensional 

organization of elements which make up a place while the “character" denotes the 

general “atmosphere” which is the most comprehensive property of any place. There 

space implies the place where space is defined by man through man.

Landscape
Structure of 
the Space Town/city

\ Public space
Settlement

House

Connecting
streets

5
i

Cultural
landscape

(Fig 15) Structure of the man made environment

Space is structured by the landscape and the settlement while they are giving the spatial 

character, which is the uniqueness or the spirit of the place. These different characters 

are achieved the wav they are treated when the space is defining by man. The structure 

of the place is clearly visible as environmental totalities when the aspects of character 
and space are present. (Norberg-Schulz, 1979, p10, 11)

But there are other attributes like human factor (activities), natural elements which 

contribute to the character of place. But in this study it will only consider about the 

physical aspects theoretically.

Man made environment has three components (Norberg-Schulz, 1979) which are 

o The settlements of different scales from house to towns 

(House/public place/town) 

o Streets which connects these settlements

o Various elements which transform the nature into the man-made which is called the 

“cultural landscape".

j
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There man creates the inside outside relationship by the orientation and identification in 

the environment with the horizontal and vertical relationship which depicts the earth-sky 

relationship. Through this man gets the existential foothold which Heidegger (sited by 

Norberg-Schulz, 1979, p10) refers making a place which is called “dwelling" as 

discussed earlier.

“The single houses, the villages, the towns are marks of buildings which 

within and around themselves gather the multifarious in-between. The 

buildings bring the earth as the inhabited landscape close to man, and at 

the same time place the closeness of neighbourly dwelling under the 

expanse of the sky. ”

l

!

Kevin Lynch (1960,p9) has identified basic spatial structure for the man’s orientation 

through the concepts of “node”, “path” and “district” which makes a strong environmental 

j image and it implies the three principles of place making. So it can interpret as 

Node-center 

Path-continuity 

District-enclosure

i

|

He (I960, p9) also says
:

uThat shape, color or arrangement which facilitates the making of vividly 

identified, powerfully structured, highly useful mental images of the 

environment”
!
;
i

It is evident that the principles of place effects to the environmental image as Norberg- 

Sculz (1985, p66) says that the proximity, continuity and enclosure are topographical 

properties as the presupposition for the formation of a satisfactory image.

These 3 elements can be clearly viewed through the form of the settlement. Forms can 

be (Norberg-Schulz, 1985)

■ Centralized (Round/radial)

■ Longitudinal (linear)

■ Clustered (cluster)
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The buildings are organized Buildings placed along a 

by means of simple proximity continuous line 

without making any geometrical 
order or symmetry.

Enclosed figure around a 

surface!

(Fig 16) Settlement forms 

Source: The Concept of Dwelling

So the main elements become the center, path and domain which may form complex 

totalities of the man’s need for orientation. These are general and abstract concepts.

Squares function as the centers while the streets act as paths. A district implies the 

boundary. These may vary according to the type of the settlement.
i

So to investigate the term genius loci and to grasp the spirit of place we have to search 

for the structure of the place and the spatial quality which is the character in a particular 

environment. E.g.-Well defined sprit of the place.

!

■I

I

i

: (Fig 17) Open air theatre with the streets which gives the direct orientation.
Source: Minimalism

5j

1.9.1 Enclosure (Boundary)

Man’s purpose is to set the world’s meaning into work. Settlement is the result of that to 

make a boundary around him. It is the meeting point of the inside and the outside. So .
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Norberg-Schulz (1979,p170) says the architecture as the result of the dialectic of 

departure and return and also the incarnation of the meeting.

Spatial point of view, man needs an enclosure. It also fulfils the man’s basic 

psychological need the “security”. If the nature is present with the natural enclosure 

which can be a defined space he tends to locate their settlement there. Those natural 

places may with the trees, rocks and water which are meaningful things. But some 

places may not have these natural boundaries. Then man visualizes the natural 

boundaries in another place and symbolizes them where he wants. E.g. The walls 

j around the settlements.

. mmm !

far view of the city 

(Fig 18) Zaitbommel city in Culebborg- with 3 principle spheres 

Source: Design of Cities

Enclosure is defined by the boundary. In a house it can be the walls, floor and the roof. 

In the landscape it is the sky ground and horizon. Also the man made and natural 

environments has relationships through the openings of the boundary as the examples 

here are the windows, doors and thresholds.

s ui I dL« Q95OUT Roof Ceilingms I 1 * /1.I m IN
n YMP‘ W/flllID ■ 7 WM-\ vT1

V, m.■ ^ J Floor(Fig 19^
PLAN SECTI ON

House URBAN ■SPA
All the places are visualized their presence (being in the world) by the boundary. In 

principle it implies the particular relationship to the ground and the sky (Norberg-Schulz, 

p58) as early mentioned.
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“The distinctive quality of any man-made place is enclosure, and its 

character and spatial properties are determined by how it is enclosed. 

Enclosure, thus, may be present, and the capacity of the place vanes 

accordingly/1 (Schulz, 1979, p 58)
i

Enclosure separates a particular area from the others by a boundary.

Enclosure con'

>Inside Outside Center

Boundary
Making a boundary introducing openings Enclosed spaces

(Fig 20)
By openings create the inside outside relationship.

;

H
i

jjpj: 1 (Fig 21) Japanese use texture to make a boundary.

P Source; Minimalism

The boundary can be strictly or loosely enclosed and can be 

have a relationship with other areas through the openings. It can
4*

1
M 1 even create by a mere change in the texture of the ground.

(Norberg-, Schulz, 1979, p58) E.g. Japan

Boundary determines the degree of the “openness". So enclosure depends on the 

properties of the boundary. When an opening is introduced to a boundary it is at the 

same rime creating a spatial direction which is an “axis". E.g. Stonehenge. There the 

centre and the path are determined by the boundary.

Historical sites have these qualities (centralization and longitudinally). But the ways 

these are created has locally determined. They vary from place to place. These can be 

emphasized by an upper boundary almost which is the sky. If the upper boundary was a 

man-made one, it becomes an interior space and if not it becomes an exterior space. 

(Norberg-Schulz, p58, 59)
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(Fig 22) Salisbury (England) Stonehenge -aerial view 

Source: History of Architecture

their spatial identity infact depends upon the 

presence of relatively continuous lateral boundaries and again

we find that the presence of a boundary is of decisive important” 

(Norberg-Schulz,1979, p59)

i

Boundary can be created in different ways. Linear, planar elements etc can be used for 

that.

(Fig 23) Planar elements may be arranged to define an enclosure 

which is not necessarily continuous.

(Fig 24) Fences comprised of line elements create planes which 

enclose property and define domain.

(Fig 25)Transitions from public roadway to private property 

expressed in the language of grass, hedges and a line of trees are 

'j as effective as they are pleasing.V V'S.' ^ •s

(Fig 25) Enclosures can also be purely recreational and aesthetic,

as in the case of this maze created from well manicured hedges.

WSBM
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/ ,.L. Spaces such as plains, valleys and bays have given a 

natural boundary with a characteristic type of 

settlements mostly a water body, river, sea etc.

(Fig 27) Skyline of Ottawa in North America before 1916: one of the finest expressions of
■

Victorian exuberance with in setting in the world.

(Source: Design of Cities)

j

(Fig 28)

Natural water body has become a boundary. Italy - Hills creating a natural boundary.

(Fig 29)

i (Fig 30) River-Moscow (Fig 31) River-Rome

(Fig 32) Siena- hills
j

jmm mm&n
i

1

j
*

Plan

(Fig 33) Venice- large piazza forms a meaningful transition between the dense labyrinth of the 

city and the glittering expanse of the sea. City is with a dominant center.

i

3d form
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1.9.2 Center

Center of a settlement can be an open space, a city, an enclosure, demarcated by an 

element or an important building. E.g. In European countries church square act as a 

center. In historic cities tower of a church, a town hall, a castle, a city wall, a dome etc 

acted as a center. E.g. Medieval Market, Cathedral Square

(Fig 34)
Source: Making townscape

(Fig 35) Roman Forum 

Source: Design of cities

<Fi936>Acmp°lis’Athens

mmyrv-

People tend to their settlement on the top of 

the hill rather than in a valley. It is used as the 

top is a natural center of the surrounding 

landscape.

r*

j
1.9.3 Continuity

Continuity is mainly on the vertical or horizontal direction relating to the earth or sky 

phenomena. In most occasions continuity represents through the paths.

Path acts as an element which makes a whole. While determining the form it makes the 

inside outside relationship.
:

7n the European towns the path is usually centered on the foci, making 

thus the whole settlement appear as a meaningful organism, where the
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meanings present at the center determine the form, in interaction with the 

external situation. The paths so to speak illustrate how the meanings 

were brought inside from the “threshold” of the city gate.” (Norberg- 

Schulz, 1979, p176)
!
I

The paths have a beginning, continuation and an end. End can be a goal or a square. 

So the continuation makes the path as a spatial experience. So Norberg- Schulz (1979, 
p56) explains

“Primarily life is “movement”, and as such it possesses “direction” and 

“rhythm”. The path is therefore a fundamental existential symbol which 

concretizes the dimension of time. Sometimes the path leads to a 

meaningful goal, where the movement is arrested and time becomes 

permanence. ”

:

!
':

Man tends to locate their settlements according to the direction of the sun. They 

consider a slope exposed to the south as more favorable than a northern side.
i

(Fig 37) Chartres (franee) Cathedral, 1194 

(view in urban setting)
Source: History of Architecture

In buildings also paths act as an element 

of continuation. E.g.: Christians has used 

the dynamic character of man highly.

(Fig 38) Plan (Fig 39) Bring the user through the path
Source: Minimalism

28
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They oriented the entire building according to his path, constructing and enclosing space 

in the direction he was to walk through it.

This clearly shows that the man made environment has a meaningful correspondent 
between natural conditions and settlement morphology.

1.10 Character

I Character is intangible and it is a spatial quality which can be experienced. Different 

places with different activities have different characters. Any place has a character. This 

character can be changed with and according to the time.

!

Norberg-Schulz (1979, p20) says that the character of a particular place as the “spirit” of 

that p!ace(which makes evident that the spirit of place is perceived through the
; i

character), in which the Genius Loci is first of all determined by a mode of embodiment 
I which is present in most things and works.
■;

■

Functions of standing, rising and opening give patterns (Norberg-Schulz, 1979) which 

(Alexander, C., 1979) refers also the same as the pattern language.

;

Character1 is at the same time a more general and a more concrete 

concept than the aspacen. On the one hand it denotes a general 

comprehensive atmosphere, and on the other the concrete form and

!

1

substance of the space-defining elements. Any real presence is intimately 

linked with a character. ” (Norberg-Schulz, 1979, p14)

It implies that the way of treating to the principles (center, enclosure and continuity) 

makes the character of a place.

Norberg-Schulz convinces that the character of a place determines by the materials in a 

formal constitution with lateral boundaries or works in an urban space. He explains 

(1979, p 63) 3 possible reasons where places get their characters.

Character of a place is highly determined by its boundary. The solidity or 

transparency of the boundary makes that place unique. There it makes the inside

outside relationship. E.g.: Baroque double shell structure.
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:

(Fig 40)The boundary can be 

a wall with openings (Solid boundary)
(Fig 41) Boundary defined by a natural element 

Transparent boundary

■ Character is also determined by the way the buildings stand and rising (Skyline) is 

concretized.

Stand: Base

Rise: skyline, details and proportions of elements

!

i

i

i
:

i
!

Enhance standing through the horizontal continuity. Concretize standing as the base

(Fig 42) Concretize standing

(Fig 43) Rising to the sky: Charters Cathedral -External appearance also 

Greatly enhance the (vertical)continuity.

On the ground under the sky

■ Openings (doors & windows): size, shape & distribution 

Materials & colors
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Alexander, C. (1979, p 231) also describes the unique character as the result of the 

adaptation which is detailed and profound.

(Fig 44) Details add a character to the place

Places also have a structural identity which makes a 

place’s identity.

I “The man made genius loci depends on how these places are in terms of 

space and character, that is, in terms of organization and articulation.” 

(Schulz N., 1979, p69)
::

I
Man use “style” to concretize the character through the language of symbolic forms. 

Such a language may have basic elements which can be varied and combined in 

different ways. It means the language is the systematic formal articulation (Norberg- 

Schulz, 1979, p54) E.g. Greeks used Doric, Ironic and Corinthian columns for 
articulation. And also

Form of Gerasa-Doric-demonstrate the proportions of human body, 
strength and beauty.

Second Hera temple, Paestum-lonic-Feminine slenderness 

Corinthian-slight figure of maiden

.

<l

:;

l

Greek Ironic con

| CI/IA.4HY |

(Fig 45)

7**

! l: ■ m *I £ jr (Fig 46)
A precise character determines the every part of building.K

“The articulation of Greek architecture therefore, cannot be understood in 

merely visual or aesthetic terms. Articulation meant making precise a
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particular character, and this character, simple or complex, determined

every part of the building." (Norberg-Schulz, 1979, p54)

Concluding Remarks

Space supports the quality of experience. Man experiences the space in primitive, 

perceptual, existential and as architectural space. There the existential space is the most 

important to him as through that he gets the existential foothold on the earth.

Center, enclosure and continuity are the principles of existential space and hence they 

become the principles of architectural space as the concretization of the existential 

space makes the architectural space.

i

So they constitute the “spirit” of the place in the “places".

i
The way these three principles are treated adds a ‘character* to the place where people 

perceive as the “spirit of place” which is a spatial quality.

So In the next chapter it will search how these principles can be created trough the 

architectural attributes.

'
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CHAPTER TWO: PLACE MAKING IN URBAN CONTEXT.
•i

This chapter intends to examine the contribution of the center, enclosure and continuity 

to create the spirit of the place in an urban context. It therefore will analyze the spirit of 

the place under the said principles in the urban spaces and will look into the;
by which man intended to achieve it through the architectural attributes.

;
measures

However, it should be understood that these principles or elements which represents 

their presence, never exists as individuals and they can not be isolated from each other. 

They are individually discussed in this chapter as isolated components in order to make 

it convenient for a proper way.

■;

!
2.1 Urban Space- a definition

!
: In the man-made environment, there are environmental levels which are the village, 

towns (urban space) and the house. There man visualizes, complements and symbolize 

his understanding of the surrounding environment and gather number of meanings as 

discuss in the previous chapters. Then it is called a “true settlement”. (Norberg-Schulz., 

1979, p56) Urban dwelling is a part of the settlement while other part is the village. 

Village has direct relationship with the environment as it is catered to the forces of the 

natural environment and so it has become a part of it.

;

j

.

i
But this study only refers to the urban place as the relationship between the environment

i

and the places in an urban context, seems to be weak or almost lost.

Urban space is referred as the space which between the buildings in towns and other

Localities. Hence Norber-Schulz (1985, p53) says that a city, where the parts are 

scattered around, is no city. Rather the city has to surround us, tightly and firmly. This 

means that the buildings which constitute the urban space have to form “interiors" which 

are perceived as such. The experience does not consist in an adding up of buildings, but 
in the spontaneous awareness of a superior form which is called 'urban space'.

Urban space is derived from the 'town' and ‘tun’ from Scadinavian languages tun’ means 

the courtyard of a farm where the original meaning of tun’ becomes the fence or 

boundary. So it depicts that the urban space is determined by the enclosing built form

1 33
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(Norberg Schulz, 1985, p61). Also he says that the wall, floor and ceiling define the 

character of urban space and inviting man to identify and dwell.
:

■

But urban space_can be categorized in to 3 major components as the public, semi public 

• and private spaces. Whether any part of these spaces they are very important parts in an 

urban fabric. They can be varied from the main public square which expresses the city's 

dignity and the status to the humblest quiet comer. In between these spaces there are

j corner spaces, streets, nodes, squares, parks, public places etc (Tugnutt A., 1987, p29).

:
i
l These urban spaces are very important as the relationship between the buildings and the 

out door spaces are very important for the quality of the space and how people are 

experiencing them.

I

I

All the spaces in an urban situation must be “places”, if not the people get alienated and 

abandon the areas without enjoying and utilizing the important urban space of a country.

i
So to evaluate the spirit of the place in an urban context, it is important to search about

;
the spaces in a city.;

::
2.2 Urban Space and the Spirit of the Place.

:
.
I Through the process of building man made places are created their own individual 

genius loci. It is determined by what his visualization complemented and symbolized to 

i gather meanings. In the vernacular architecture, man responds to the genius loci of 

natural place. But in an urban architecture the situation is more comprehensive as there 

gathers the general interest of the inhabitants. Most situations they are coming from 

various localities and so they have a variety of gatherings. But some of these meanings 

are so general that they apply to all places (Norberg-Schulz, 1985).

i

He further interprets (1985, p 63) the urban space as a function of meeting and choice in 

an essential basis as manifestation of collective dwelling.

So, urban spaces give many possibilities of identification, as the reason discussed 

above. That’s why it is giving a more “homely" feeling when in a foreign urban space 

than in a foreign landscape. Also the urban spaces differ from one another as this. The 

forces which caused for gathering of meanings highlighted in them can be different.
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Some may have the earth dominant while in another the sky is dominant. Some may 

have a humanized atmosphere while another having a marvelous lighting. But to make a 

place dwelling all urban places must have one or more of the above elements present. 
So Norberg-Schulz says (1979, p77, 78)

;

“Urban dwelling consists in the assuring experience of being 

simultaneously located and open to the world, that is: located in the 

natural genius loci and open to the world through the gathering of the 

man-made genius loci. ”

i
1

i

:

Usually an urban space gets its uniqueness due to the skylines of the buildings in it. (See
:

fig 90).?

;
l Norberg-Schulz further explains it (1979, p63, 65),

::
“When a town is pleases us because of its distinct character, it is usually 

because a majority of its buildings are related to the earth and the sky in 

the same way; they seem to express a common form of life, a common 

way of being on the earth. Thus they constitute a genius loci which allows 

for human identification. ”

I
:
i

■

I
;
:
:
:

2.3 Essential elements of an urban space.

As discussed earlier urban space is the space between the buildings. So the main urban 

elements are the wall, floor and ceiling in the exterior and interior space like in any built 

space. So Norberg-Schulz (1985, p59) says the wall is the primary boundary of urban 

space, because it records the contents of the meetings take place. The floor serves as a 

“neutral” ground which plays a unifying and characterizing role as its general extension. 

He further says floor pattern should coordinate with the articulation of urban wall. 

Generally the sky is the urban ceiling (See fig 47). But in a place like shopping mall 

(interior space) it may have a built ceiling like roof (fig 48). But its appearance can be 

conditioned by the upper termination of the buildings.

3
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■

(Fig: 47) Urban Exterior Space (Fig: 48)Urban Interior Space
Source: Making Townscape

Three basic elements in an urban space are the

2.3.1 Path: Streets

2.3.2 Center: Squares, nodes etc.

2.3.3 Enclosure: Boundary

Norberg-Schulz (1979 & 1985) explains the elements of urban space as, the main urban 

elements are center and paths where square functions as a center; while streets act as 

the paths.Also they may have boundaries which are giving an identity to the place. In 

urban space the boundary is important. Urban district is such a boundary. It can be either 

defined by building edges or any other or by a change of urban texture .

When it considers the urban space as a whole these 3 elements (boundary, square & the 

paths) become the elements which represent the 3 principles. But when we take them 

individually they can be also “places” which are having the said principles. So as 

appropriate they will be discussed in this study.
:

It is not easy to visualize these principles clearly in an urban space as they are created 

indirectly through complex elements. But in a city or a town, it can clearly visible as its 

layout.

As we discussed earlier, the way they are treated through the architectural principles, 

they get their special character (see fig 40-43).

These three elements can be visualized through the form of the urban space same as 

the settlements. There can identify three types of forms.
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Garnham (1985, p38-39) explains 3 basic shapes pilots vahid, 

urban forms.
are more relative to the

■ Radial R1■ Linear
f■ Grid

m
t

I Radial Linear
(Fig 49) Source: Maintaining the Spirit of Place

Grid
;

;
i

-vsV
I

;
';

I

Radial spatial organization employed 

in a city- Palma Nouva-ltaly
radial organization

Source:Town and Square, 1970
(Fig 50) Source: The character of towns, 1969\

(Fig 51) Grid iron organization (fig 52) Centralized organization
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(Fig 53)Linear Organization 

Source: The character of towns, 1969

But when consider the individual places in an urban space they can have vivid shapes 

like squares, rectangles, circles, ‘L’ shapes, triangles, channel like or some other or 
combination of these (Garnham, 1985, p 48).

;

2.3.1 Boundary (Enclosure)
j

Urban spaces like other places are conditioned by the built form of boundaries (Norberg- 

Schulz, 1985, p 56). In most cases the surrounding buildings make the boundary of the 

urban space. Sometimes a natural component also affect for that. When they have a 

natural boundary they get a special character.

(Fig 54) Silhouette (skyline) adds a character to the place. 
Source: Making Townscape

| If the town is situated below the hills give the strong sense 
| of place as the natural boundary giving the sense of 

■ enclosure. E.g. Kandy
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i

(Fig 55) Hills and the water body acting as a natural boundary

The urban space as a whole has a boundary. People get the first impression and an 

“environmental image by seeing it from far away. This can be also a perceivable 

boundary like the sea. Spatial experience begins from there. Sometimes this boundary 

can say about a hidden thing inside the city.

i 2.3.2 Square

i
Square is the main gathering point in an urban space. Also as in the boundary, the 

approach and the arrival to the square are important. Boundary to the square can be 

natural or man made component. Man made component consists of the surrounding 

buildings. Depending on the way they are treated architecturally, these buildings give a 

character to the place. Center of the square can mark by an element or it can also be a 

perceivable center. Also an important building can become a center. E.g.: Church.
i

In the European continent the inside outside relationship is made through the Church in 

the Cathedral square Norberg-schulz (1979, 176). E.g. St. Marks Square in Venice large

piazza forms a meaningful transition between the dense labyrinth of the city and the
■ I

glittering expanse of the sea. E.g. Campo in Siena-meaningful equilibrium between 

freedom and order

(Fig 56) Piazza in Rome
These don't express freedom. Impose order.
Source: Design of Cities

Paul Zucker sited by Norberg Schulz (1985, p 60) square 

as a “psychological parking place within n the landscape 

and moreover says that it ‘makes a community and not 

merely an aggregate of individuals’.
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; In the history, squares had a symbolic value as a holy

■ m P*ace- (E.g. Agora, Forum, Cloister, and Mosque 

,! m courtyard) See Fig 57 .There the streets act as an aid to

^ PI orientation.

■ ai ^ m R°me PreP^anned by Michelangelo in the 16* c.

L-m (Source: Design of Cities)

r'•

(Fig 57) center occupied by a statue the piazza del Ampidoglio

i

i

: %
i

;
:
;
;
i

Plan 3D Form

(Fig 58)l
i

Like other places a square also must be a place without 
; giving alienation to the urban dwellers and visitors. So it

j a,so has t0 have a boundary, center and enclosure. As

j i ^ discussing below, these 3 principles should be achieved

! through the said architectural principles.

I /a^v?
(Fig 59)18? & 19 th C European city 

Source: Design of cities
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l

fF/g 60)
Medieval city: interlocking squares (Aerial View & section)

A Here the political square and the church square are connected together with simple 

elements. There the citizen never loses his feeling of relationship with the city while
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participating for the religious functions and as a political member. The entrances to both 

squares are raised above the plane of the public square onto a level of their own. 
Accessibility is given by the large flight of steps.

1
This example shows the interplay of the many necessary elements of design like 

recession planes, penetration in-depth, connecting the sky and the ground by 

descending and ascending.

The Approach to the square

I

i

!

•|

s (Fig 61) Making the gate to the square- Focused to the cathedral or to an element 
Source: Design of Cities & Making Townscape

There should be a great clarity to the form of the total urban space which gives the user 

easy view of the sequence of space as the spatial experience. Series of views, bent 

streets, and narrow shaft spaces focused to an important element or to the center.
!

The arrival to the square
;

(Fig 62)
Source: Design of Cities
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i
Paul Zucker (sited by Norberg-Schulz, 1985, p 69) describes about 2 types of squares 

as “directed” (axial layout-e.g. Roman /forum) and “nuclear” (centrally located-e.g. 
French place Royale of 17 c).

|

Regular symmetry of a square may impose the order to the square which is not 
necessary (e.g. 18th and 19th C square, see fig 82, 83).

I

j

,
:

UPSi: /.r-f.

■»

r \ \j

i!

_n,
[pwH...

i

I
i
i
:
i

I
: (Fig 63)Directed Square-Place imposing order St Peter’s Square 

Source: Design of Cities
!
:

(Fig 64)Nuclear Square: Giving a more relax feeling 

Source: Making Townscape

2.3.3 Streets

Paths make the urban space as a lively, dynamic experience giving the continuity. 

Hence, Norberg-Schulz (1985, p56) says the street as a manifestation of the 

process of discovery. So Bacon (1978, p164) explains the process as
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The familiar phenomenon is set into full play in which the nearest points 

seems to move most quickly across the objects in the middle distance, 

and those farthest away seem to accompany the traveler along his route. ”

But the streets do not necessarily lead to a particular goal (Norberg-Schulz, 1985, p59). 

Kevin Lynch also shows that the streets start and end without precise definition and 

characterized by what happens along them.
are

It may also end with a goal. Goal may be a square or one or more dominant public 

buildings. E.g. church

000
0

M mi

ID
ii Ej

Exposed position makes a town feature Terminate view Church as a focal point (landmark)

■

!

Unity & Variety of facades give continuity with an experience. 
(Fig 65) street as an experience 

Source: Making Townscape

The intersections of streets or crossing are also important in an urban space. It implies a 

possible change of direction and gives a pause to the continuous movement of the 

street. So it can be considered as “quasi-square” ((Norberg-Schulz, 1985, p60) which 

Lynch (1979) refers as a ‘node’.
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(Fig: 66)
Corner treated by buildings

(Fig 67)

An element emphasizing the intersection
Source: Making Townscape

The paths and nodes form the urban web. Urban space - cannot be decided on the basis 

of a regular plan, because paths follow their own rules. By an overall symmetry can 

organize all the elements in a cohesive way. If imposing a rational ordering then it will 

destroy the urban space. E.g. Grid pattern in Paris

IPjpBtSBMfr1s
(Fig: 68) 9

•?
Source: Design of Cities

Sk

V\ //\
/ !\' \

(Fig 69) Source: Design of Cities
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When treating them as an indivisible whole that will help to establish the appropriate 

continuity. Paths do not end suddenly; they crisscross open spaces, and cut through 

built areas.
\
.

i i
#/;f

■

! %

m sfe ?fcfij :
: k '.

,
. L'SKl;;

jn; Writerl.
I!
i
I

(Fig 70) Street as a spatial experience. (Fig 71) Vertical & horizontal continuity
Source: Design of Cities

They have the vertical and horizontal continuity relating to the earth and sky as
:
I discussed in the previous chapter.

2.4 Architectural attributes & the spirit of urban place.
:
;

Squares, streets and boundary are the 3 basic elements which represents the spirit of 

place in an urban space. To achieve them through architecture we’ve to search for the 

architectural principles through which they can create.I

Experientially architecture is capable of engaging all our senses - the whole sensory. It 

j can be experienced through the sight, touch, hearing, smell and bodily movement 

through space. So the factors of experience are the Solid and Void, Rhythm, Color, 

Scale, Texture and Hearing.

:
According to Norberg-Schulz (1975 & 1985), Gamham (1985), Tugnutt (1987) and Meiss 

(1990) the following attributes can be considered as the principles through which the 

above said principles of place making and elements can be achieved (They are the 

language of Architecture).

0 Composition of the masses (form)
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° Scale & Proportion 

° Hierarchy (order)

° Rhythm & Repetition 

° Punctuation and inflection 

° Detailing 

° Facades 

° Materials and colors

.

;

1:
;
i

So it will be searched that how these are been used in the creating of meaningful urban 

spaces with the center, enclosure and continuity. They will be identified them in the main 

urban spaces like squares, streets, comers, corridors, nodes, small formal informal 

spaces etc.

i Principle

(More intangible)

Architectural Element

(Intangible)
Attributes

(Tangible)
5

: Center Balance (symmetry)

Axis

unity

Scale & proportion

building fagade, object, 

street, facade

Color, texture Building fagade 

Building heights 

Natural elements 

Arcades (building edge) 

materials, Element 

Streets

Height, color, scale,

Materials, texture 

Visual (focal points through views, 

vistas)

i
1

Enclosurei

:
i
j

Continuity order

rhythm & repetition 

Hierarchy

I
2.4.1 Urban Enclosure (Boundary)

To dwell man need to be inside. So man creates an enclosure around him (Norberg- 

Schulz, 1985). In an urban space the enclosure can be natural or man made. But in the 

most situations, it is naturally defined by the other surrounding buildings. The best urban 

spaces can be achieved when these two are in mutual reinforcement. The buildings can 

be public or commercial buildings.

i
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Any man made space, its character and the spatial properties are determined how it is 

enclosed (Norberg-Schulz, 1979). So

" The dimension such as scale and proportion

Surface (facade) and edge of the enclosing element

■ The shape and the configuration of the enclosure and

■ The openings in the enclosing elements

determine the character and the spatial properties. The degree of enclosure does not 

only depend on the quality and the size of the openings. (Norberg-Schulz, 1979, P111)
}

In an urban space it is given more sense of enclosure when they are really closed. Then 

the people perceive the space clearly. Ill defined spaces fail to connect the city in a 

coherent way and form anti spaces giving the sense of outside ness.

i' (The 20th Century architect Le Corbusier (1887-1965) developed a 

scale of proportions which he called Le Modular, based on a human 

body whose height is divided in golden section commencing at the 

navel.)
(Fig: 72) Dimension of scale & proportion

\
i

;
■

i
i

The Greeks had achieved their human scale through a static proportion between the column and 

the height of the man. But in the organic conception of architecture human scale is using as the 

fundamental law.

Garnham (1985, p 47-49) has pointed out important points to measure the sense of 

enclosure.!
s

Human vision provides some clues about the enclosure in the outdoor spaces and the 

streets. A person sees 60-70 degrees to the left and right of the center for a cone of 

vision approximately 120-150 degrees.

45 #

(Fig 73)

At eye level-vision a person sees 30 above eye level and 45 degrees below eye level.
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Graham (1985 ) says 4 approximate levels of enclosure as

j

1. full enclosure, when a fapade height equals the distance we stand from a 

building (a 1.1 or greater proportion) in which case the comice (or upper line of 

the form) is at an angle of 45 or more degrees from the line of horizontal sight. As 

this is more than 30 degree maximum of upper level forward vision a person get 

the enclosed feeling. Enclosure of less than 1:1 is less comfortable to the user.-
i

a
T

$

i: li*-
(Fig 74)

\

2. Less than full enclosure: occurs when a faqade height equals one half of the 

distance we stand from a building, a proportion of 1:2 this is a 30 degree angle of 
vision and provides enclosure at the threshold of perceived enclosure and 

distraction.

30*

2l :i (Fig 75)
-m- *

Spaces which do not enclose the viewer giving the placeless ness

3. Minimum enclosure: happens when the proportion equals 1:3, the enclosing 

elements are seen at an angle of 18 degrees and objects beyond the facades are 

a part of the scene.
%

1 LBillSr f
t—

&X
i:3-¥■

3 st
(Fig 76)
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4. Loss of enclosure: happens when the facade height is one-fourth the distance 

from the fagade, a 1.4 proportion, making an angle of 14 degrees to the viewer 

when more than half of the view is of beyond the space
$

:
(

z$r
‘

! \
,k LA
*—: 4% (Fig 7'fji

i

Norberg-Schulz (1985, p63) also agrees with this saying that a space which is very large 

will loose its identity although it has precisely defined boundaries. Continuous 

boundaries are very important in an urban space. That implies freestanding buildings 

with a large distance didn’t constitute an urban space. Also the demolishing of a single 

building in a square or a street may result that.

Scale & Proportion

Enclosure in an urban space is greatly achieved through the scale and proportion of the 

surrounding buildings (Norberg-Schulz, 1985). It is measured through the human figure. 

I Norberg-Schulz (1985, p63) says that it is not necessarily relate to man’s body but to the 

actions in which it takes part, facilitating him. So he says that streets should be relatively 

narrow with a defined direction where as a square as a matter of principle ought to be 

round. But that doesn’t imply the square should be round.

;
:
i

i

;
)

i

I i
:
i

.. ,■ ...

i \*, :.-r :
.. ! • i ■

(Fig 78) Piazza de Mario: Venice 

Source: Space, Form & Order
*.. i“: •

How it relates to the elements means the proportion.
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!
*The character of any architectural work is determined both in its internal 

space and in its external volume by the fundamental factor of Scale, the 

relation between the dimension of a building and the dimension of man. 

Every building is qualified by its scale.(Zevi B..Architecture 

^ 1957, P57.)

::
i

>
i as space.

I

i
Scale is principally determined by the height and the plot size (Tugnutt, 1987, p130). But 

scale in an urban space is determined by the size of the surrounding buildings. Their 
height, plot size and the average storey heights affect for that.

i
/

i

The height of one building relative to another building is important in an urban space as 

the scale is primarily determined by the height and the plot size of the buildings. This 

means about the relationship of the vertical and horizontal elements as we discussed in 

the previous chapter.

!

;*
Buildings which are proportionately high in relation to the enclosed space are more 

urban in character as they are not giving the residential character.

i

: New high rises should integrate with the existing buildings in relation to the scale. There
I is a definable point the new buildings can go of scale (Tugnutt, 1987).!
;

Relationship between the street and the space can be achieved through the staircases at 

each end while giving glimpse view of the shops inviting them to visit them.!
i

Sense of enclosure can be achieved through the formal spaces or by the small spaces 

which are symmetrical and uniform. Informal spaces are also important in an urban 

space as they give a more relaxed feeling. Intersections acts as informal spaces.

i

|
s

i
' vA w 4

•y V*-j
•rn*mm®* i-

-*** ; • ••I
;

ki

&r t

Sirr'-v •
(Fig 79) Square in Giron, Columbia 

Source: Space, Form & Order
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(F'9 80) formal space 

•y: t; Sot/rce: Making Townscape

In the squares when there are low heights of 

buildings in conjunctions with proportionately 

large areas of floor space produce a more 

relaxed environment.

If tall office blocks are coming around the square, it’ll weaken the sense of enclosure.

Scale is not only about the size, the architectural details as well (Tugnutt, 1987, p40).

I
Plot size

;

i Large plots can achieve unity through the elements and the details. Then they also give 

the continuity. Also there must be a variety. If not, the space gets monotony.
;

Consistency of scale should be there although they seem divers. If the diversity is 

powerful it make the place chaotic or the repetition is powerful that gives the monotony. 

Some variations can be achieved through the justifications. But too much of change in 

scale bring the disastrous.

2.4.2 Center

In an urban situation normally the center is the place where the important activities take 

place making the social gathering and interaction. So it becomes the goal of the urban 

space which is the climax of one’s experience. So the center may be a landmark, an 

important building, square or an open space.

In an urban space center can demarcate through the order or symmetrical (fig 81) or 

symmetric positioning of the elements.
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(Fig 81) Villa Friesino:Meledo (Fig 82) Piazza In Italy 

Center created through symmetry

:
\:

through asymmetryi
: Source: Space, Form & Order

1

The balance between the elements makes a center.i!
! %
!

. i r r1 ;
\ ■' » fV*(Fig 83) Piazza of St. Peter, Rome 

Center demarcated by landmark 

Balance of the oval colonnades also gives a definition to a place

i
:

\
*

A center ca create by texture, pavement patterns etc.

The harmony and unity of the total work are the more 

remarkable in its parts which can be created such widely spread periods of time. Each 

can have its mode of architectural expression.!
!5
:

Oval colonnades around the Piazza (See fig 83), is the best example for the order which 

used to define a square with great centre and continuity. These figures illustrate how the 

urban space is achieved its spirit through the order of the built environment. Here later, 

the obelisk has become the organising centre, which becomes a life force.

Also a definition to the space is achieved by the balance of the objects (see fig 83 - 

fountain & the columns) . Space is highly defined. But the only mass is the tiny part of 

the whole: in terms of the idea it dominates.

:

Through the order it 

discipline to the square.

give more discipline to the space. Here the columns give thecan

.
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j
'
j /
!

S

The confused & chaotic Appearance of the square

A point in space as an organizing figure 

(Fig 84) West facade of the Venerable Saint Peter’s Basilica. 

Source: Design of Cities

finally with the obelisk in Center.

i

j
!
;

Single point in space can become a powerful design force, bringing order out of the 

chaos (Bacon, 1978, p131). The figures below in the city of Rome, the idea of order has 

j implanted by creating an object (an obelisk) in the centre.

;

i

i
i
;

i
j

!

j

(Before)

(Fig 85) Saint Peter’s Piazza 

Source: Design of Citiesj
i
; A powerful impression to a square can achieve to the square by implanting the order with 

the interplay of points in space defined by the sculptures with the formal facade. E.g. 

renascence ordering in medieval squares (Fig 85).

;

!

ffffflTTV r ■ t
• -: t : «

1 V « If ?

life,
(Fig 86) Leading to the square through the order of the elements 

Source: Design of cities
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Hierarchy

Pierre Von Meiss (1939343) explains the hierarchy as a more complex order because of 

the combination of elements in relation to scale of importance which is not necessarily an 

affinity between the elements and also through the disposition and singularity of form in 

relation to a context.

: Establishing the hierarchy achieves the continuity.

:
2.4.3 Continuity

i Specific positioning or hint of design inter-relationships can give the sense of continuity 

(Bacon, 1978).
;

Nodal images which are precisely positioned and related to every other image by the 

design system of straight connecting streets make the continuity.
I
;:

“The establishment of points in space may be for emotional or spiritual 

associations with pre-existing monuments or structure... ” (Bacon, 1978, 

p139)

\
!
i

Articulation of the spaces also makes spatial continuity. Von Meiss (1990, p80) defines
j

the articulation as the recognition of the limits of the meeting of two elements, which can:
create various and can come into play simultaneously with the materials, architectural 

elements, functions or with meanings.

“The theme of spatial continuity evokes a dynamic principal, of passages 

and stops with planes which guide and leads us to wonder what to follow 

by the use of ambiguity between the hidden and visible, the present and 

the future. "(Meiss, 1990, p111)

:
!

i
4

Inside out side relationship achieve through the continuity physically or psychologically. 

Through

■ Architectural details 

Colour 

Texture
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Architectural elements
Form

Materials

Construction methods
■ Views

■ Paths (streets)

■ Positioning of elements

■ Visual elements

Continuity can be greatly achieved through the views. They improve the richness of the 

urban space. There can be grand vistas over long distances; broad panoramas should 

be complementary with the smallest framed views and informal glimpses.

Visual elements from the urban spaces make the continuity and can use to direct the 

user to experience the place by the visual cues. The same view can use to give various 

experiences to the viewer in different points. As an example the goal of the path or the 

centre of the urban space can give the far views in different points.

The views in an urban space can be panorama points, vistas, glimpse views, focal 

points, etc. the views can be focused to the major points, open space, water, special 

street, or to a symbol. These can be more effective in the pedestrian streets. They make 

the place cheerful. Views to visual landmarks make a legible place (Gamham, 1985, p 

43, 81).

■ Panorama - unlimited view over a wide area

■ Vista - view of visual objective or focal point and beyond, directed by partially 

enclosing or framing elements

■ Closed vista - view stops at focal point
■ Unpleasant view — visual clutter, trash, wires, poor maintenance, broken paved 

areas, large signs make the place chaotic.

■ Potential views
■ Glimpse — brief, hasty, partial view of a landmark, focal point or some visual 

object.
* Views to water — views or glimpses of the creek or other bodies of water.
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. Open space - views to open space or

views reinforce the concept of the “country-in-city"

points or orientation, generally unique and memorable 

■ Focal point - object upon which a view converges.

undeveloped land, especially where these

■ Landmarks -

i

■ Paths (Streets)

;
Continuity can be created through the paths which can be visually or physically.

: In a path there is a beginning, a direction and a destination.
1

I
"Town character and spirit are often perceived from its streets and ways. 

This street offers pedesthan scale, handsome materials, and a sense of 

order and social concern for town quality” (Rye sited by Gamham, p32)

;!
;
j

!

The path can be a livable when it treated as follows.

I

i

1!
Introducing statues closing the ends.

f:

&

i

pm.
. Ji

New paving patternsPedestrian’s streets

(Fig 87) Making livable streets 

Source: Making Townscape
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Even narrow shopping arcades can be an important place where the comers at the end 

are shaped as then they are related to a specific corner.

;
When the streets are covered by a vaulted roof, give a strong sense of place as that acts 

as an upper boundary. Whole streets can effectively act as a group having similar 

characteristics giving the sense of unity. Also it can be achieved by the vertical and 

horizontal elements like windows, proportions, cornices, the faceted turrets, string 

courses etc.

I
i

'

;; Rather than giving the endless perspective of the streets by the grid pattern the urban 

views can be terminated by accidentally giving the whole street its significance. This 

makes the street as a new experience.
I

■

:!
The buildings can be set back from the street with out giving them the prominence while 

making a street space.

■ Architectural details

: Details serve as an important unifying role as most important, they set up a tension 

between the various elements, binding mass and space together, and provide a 

rhythmically recurring sensation as one progress down the main axis (Bacon, 1978, 

P175)

■:

|

!
Continuations of the same architectural details convey the sense of unity and the 

continuation of the spaces. Lighting details, doorways, comice lines, grill works, 

personalized signs and miscellaneous street hardware affect for that. When the plan 

materials are in the continuous row in the by the side of the pedestrian access they add 

a special character to the place as their seasonal change (Garnham, 1985).
!

Color, form, texture, materials and construction methods of objects that bind the urban 

spaces together should give the special attention (Garnham, 1985, p 29)

Architectural details
buildings in an urban space as the giant order of pilasters and windows increase the 

scale of the building which gives the sense of enclosure. But too much of details and 

their sizes make the space chaotic.

important to the scale and proportion of the surroundingare
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(Fig 88) There is no need to all be based on an identical rhythm but may be a unity through.
Source: Elements of architecture

|
i!

Through the architectural details has achieved the unity of the facades. Horizontal 

(horizontal bands) and vertical elements (roofs, windows and arches) are maintained. 

Inside out side relationship is confronted through the corridors. In the past vertically 

proportioned fenestrations were counterbalanced by strong elements such as band
1

courses and cornices achieving the balance (Tugnutt, 1987).

:
Richness of the high quality details can create through the order, proportion, balance, 

hierarchy, homogeneity and the solidity. They make the continuity of the place or a 

fagade. Interest in the details of the environment motivates a person to be there.
)

i Progress through color

Continuity can make an enjoyable experience when associated with the color giving a
i

cheerful environment (Bacon, 1978).

“The experience of progression through the space was powerfully 

modulated by the dimension of the color. ... the experience of colored 

space was transmitted directly by the architecture." (Bacon, 1978, p242)

i:
:
!

i

sI
i

i8lis
mm m

(Fig 89) Colour can be used to motivate people with an aesthetically pleasing environment.

Source: Design of Cities
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;

In the contemporary western culture it has not considered the 

dimension of architecture but in Europe colour is 

of colours doesn’t give any movement.

colour as a major 
represented by the flowers. But mix;:

;
Skyline

Skyline is the most important element which evokes the sense of place and provide an 

image. So the urban skylines become thhe most important attribute to evoke the 

of place which is necessarily composed of a series of individual elements. (Tugnutt, 
1987, p 50)

sense

!
i

:

!
-

I i e (Fig 90) Rising towards sky. domed building expresses 

individuality within the whole.
A Source: concept of place

s&

:

The skyline can be dominated by individual building elements but they must be 

composed by individual elements with a valid reason.

i Edge (Corner Treatment)

In the past the turning corners have been specially treated. The vertical impacts were 

introduced by extending the built fapade to make a strong feature. This method was very 

successful in the past. This emphasis must not continue through the facade but can add 

above the main cornice level and give an impressive effect with the sense of the 

continuity.

;

i

:
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Concluding Remarks

} The space, between the buildings makes the urban space in an urban context. There the 

Squares/Nodes, boundary & paths become the element of an urban space.

The principles of place making can be achieved through the architectural attributes which

are
° Composition of the masses (form) 

° Scale & Proportion 

° Hierarchy (order)

° Rhythm & Repetition 

° Punctuation and inflection 

° Detailing 

° Facades 

° Materials and colors

I;

:
;
l1
;
!
i

!

!
So in the next chapter, it will examine how these attributes are used to create the urban 

space in Colombo Fort. It will analyze the streets, nodes, square, and the enclosure of 

! the places there.

i

i
i
:
■

In the conclusion, it will identity whether the spirit of the place is present in the Fort and 

about the character. Then how it can create, enhance, maintain or preserve.

i

!

i

■i

;

(
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:
CHAPTER THREE: CASE STUDY: URBAN SPACES IN COLOMBO FORT.

i

The case study will search on how the place making has been done through the 

attributes in Colombo Fort. So the following streets and places will be analyzed.

!

There, the following street will be evaluated.

■ Bank of Ceylon Mawatha

■ York Street

■ Chatham Street

■ Janadipathy Mawatha

!
:

i

!s
There York Street possesses a unique character. So it will be further studied.;

Janadhipathy Mawatha will be evaluated with the available photographs and details as 

the inaccessible due to the security.
i!

•;
:

3.1 Historical Development
!

! As it was first colonized by the Portuguese in the early 16th C, the spatial organization of 

fort represent the medieval order and a boundary out of reinforced granite. First they built 

the boundary out of mud at the base of the south break water. This was later extended 

| and rebuilt with “kabook”. It was 3 mile long new rampart fortified with moat and brick.

:
:
)

(Fig 91) clearly defined boundary by Portuguese (Fig 92) Map of the bay, city and fortifications of
Colombo 17th Centuary

(See fig 93 for further clarifications)
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Later in 1796, Dutch raised the fortification and laid out the Galle Face Green. They did 

that mainly for their security from the invasions. Colombo’s citadel erected by the Dutch 

came to be about one third the size of the Portuguese fortress. It was confined more or 

less to the area now zoned as the Fort of the Colombo. (Fig 94)

fendl

f
! Ipl
i pm
I Bills| lllflgl

i

:
i

m
m£

(Fig 95) (Fig 96) Dutch fortification around the fort 

with 4 sided comer projections.
■j

;
I

m ■B! mmim1 j

n sl—

! fesgifc-5..................

km
:.

(Fig 97) Delft gate was the most important entrance 

to the fort in Dutch times..

But after 1815, the wall was demolished by the British resting the natural boundary and 

the surrounding buildings. They replaced the Dutch buildings by their buildings, but left 

the same street layout (fig 98).

:
(Fig 99) They divided the fort roughly into 4 quarters 

by 2 principle streets. A broad street which went 

round the ramparts served both the bastions and the 

soldier barracks.\
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Colombo, has been moved from its original site and set up in the 
Gordon Gardens adjoining Queen’s House2 in the Fort of Colombo 

To these hardned sailors this was indeed an occasion for much 
rejoicing. Valiant and hard as the Portuguese in their era of 
renown were known to be, whether in facing the perils of rough 
seas and foul weather, or in repelling the attacks by storming 
parties on land, when relaxing before their dishes and goblets 
flowing with the liquid ruby of Duro, they were wont to abandon 
themselves to merriment and conviviality. Thus as transcendental 
shadows of a forgotten past they fade out, dancing the Fandango to 
the clash of castanets, the tinkle of guitar and rousing hand
clapping—a dance which in its degeneracy is today 
baila.
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Twelve years had gone by before the Portuguese again visited 
Ceylon. Having secured their ascendancy in India they had come 
to realise that possession of the harbours of this island was vital 
to their security and commercial ambitions. Hence in the year 
1517, there appeared before Colombo another Portuguese flotilla 
of seventeen sails.

Claiming to have come in peace, the Portuguese pleaded fo 
plot of land to erect a factory: ‘*no more in extent than could be 
measured by stretching the dried hide from the carcass of a cow 
or bullock”. They had however transported in these vessels 700 
soldiers and were quite ready for war. The request raised con
siderable apprehension in the minds of the King of Kotte and 
his advisers.
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Howbeit, when the request was gilded by profTers of military 
help in the event of the King being attacked by his aspiring 
relatives who ruled over territories they had established for them
selves in the mountains, and there was added the assurance of 
riches to be derived from the commerce the Portuguese proposed 
to wrest from the Arabian navigators and Moorish traders, the 
King of Kotte was dazzled. He reluctantly assented and an ill- 
omened alliance was concluded.

Tradition and history hold that the deception was first dis
covered when “an ox-hide was cut into the thinnest possible 
strips and used to measure a plot of land on the rocky point the 
Portuguese had named the Hill of St. I.ourenco”. It was rendered 
even more evident when under the guise of building a “factory'’ 
for baling cinnamon and storing merchandise, a fortress mounted 
with, cannon came to be raised on the Hook of Colombo which 
overlooked the waters of the open roadstead*. Within

2. Today Republic square, Queen's House
House.

3. For a plan of Colombo and this Fort, in pictorial cartography — see Plan. 
XXIV, I^and Maps awl Surveys, vol. II, Brohicr and 1‘aulusz.
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rW !Vf*

V..L L

*«.:(Fig 100) Looking west 1717

'M-\ (Fig 101) Overpowering appearancem:- 1• c-

iff" r
‘

: ■HrfiT Si
; :f •i #HIi

■■ m

iIt was confined more or less to the area now zoned as the Fort of Colombo. Buildings 

they built gave an overpowering and dominating appearance rather than adapting 

something which is familiar to the local inhabitants. It reflected a typical British crown 

colony environment. York Street is the best example which had the colonial influenced 

built fabric.

I! 1

I
;
!
r

But now there is no actual fortifications around the fort, as the British pulled down it. So it 

was bounded by the open sea on the west & north, ringed by nine bastions connected by 

strong ramparts, & further protected by broad & deep moats Proudo citadel which was a 

monument to Dutch colonialism.
I i

■

;
; i

si
!
1
;

\\

\>
(Fig 103) General Post Office makes the boundary 

Clock tower acting as a landmark demarcating the 

center. (1910)

(Fig 102) Chatham Street (1890)
Streets defined by strong building edges. ■

■ r

ihU
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‘V:

i
1s

SUf!
Ilf

> (Fig 104) York Street with a strong 

defined enclosure. Node acting as
(Fig 105) Chatham Street making a livable street with

a defined strong boundary, continuity & a focused center. 
(1890)

i
: a center in the comer. (1900)

;

i

| (Fig 106) Reclamation Road
I

Colombo (1920): Open spaces 

create lack of sense of enclosure.

(Fig 107) York Street (1900): Trees enhancing the sense 

of enclosure & continuity making an informal square.

it(Fig 109) Colombo Harbor 1920 

Large scale building reduce the sense of continuity.
(Fig 108)

;

:
After independence, its physical structure was not altered. But after the introduction of 

°Pen economy in 1977, new materials and the high rises came to the country.;
; <

f
I
I
:
: :

:
M
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| Chapter Three :

■; West boundary after coming the new highrisers North boundary
(Fig 110) Changing face of Colombo

E.g. Echelon square and the front segment of the Janadhipathy Mawatha. New types of 

buildings introduced as the commercial dominance. In 1982, city planning authorities 

began to introduce parks, streets, junctions and roundabouts which were result to the 

unpleasant built fabric. i
3.2 Architectural space in development

I (Fig 112) Location Map

Due to the strategic position and the presence of a natural boundary which 

acts as a harbor, Fort has become a major center of attraction to trade and so 

as an important commercial center.

4Xv *.)
-r

I
1 :

1
Ij

i:
i
:■

•|

i
(Fig 112) Echelon square as a center (Fig 113) Colombo fort as a center to the whole city

around the harbor and the surrounding
on these

:

Port is the core area of Colombo, grew 
waterways which are acting as the strong well defined physical boundaries

areas having four entrances from other parts of Colombo.
!
' 68y;
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■

(Fig 114) Map of the Colombo fort illustrating the

natural well defined boundary; street pattern (fig
i113) and the building blocks with greenery.

See for the detailed map fig 115

%
Iw

II
w
)6

i
(Fig 116) Southern boundary ■
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i Three sides of the Colombo fort area is demarcated by the sea (Natural boundary).
!

In the contemporary situation the early buildings and facades conserved while 

maintaining the historical facade. But the new high-rises are dominating. As the security 

problems the functions has been differed and some roads are inaccessible. Only a 

limited number of users are using the area.
*

It has strict geometrical grid pattern with a wider spacious arid and massive built fabric

(Fig 119). So, most of the places are characterized by the solid boundaries. Spaces in
the fort are linear as the streets and there are concentric spaces like nodes.

!

5
*" A*1***

(Fig 120) From horizontally, going to the 
vertical movement of buildings.

V.

S0
1

There the two major linear spaces 

which are the Janadhipathy Mawatha 

(earlier Queen’s Street) and the York 

| street run parallel to each other giving 

strong sense of continuity. (See fig 
3 121).

■

'
fee

i im !r a. j

■ ift
i

V.■

:

t

i
i

The size and the shape of the building blocks, internal organization of the 

their distribution and nature of the street grid determine the layout of the city. So by 

examining the layout of fort we can identify the boundaries of the urban spaces in there.

open spaces, I

70
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(Fig 122) Existing Zoning Plan (Fig 123) Building heights

j Continuity is greatly achieved through the details, columns, colors, roofs etc and also 

with the functional & land use pattern, but the most of the new buildings are competing

with the existing buildings. Spaces are more tight links which are very rigid. But the
j

colonnades sometimes reduce that feeling and inside outside relationship is achieved. 
Tiles and paving give the continuity in some places.

;
!
!

;
:

Continuous arcades in most of the buildings ass a special character to the place. Rhythm 

of columns and arches are accompanying the user giving the feeling that everything is 

designed for the itinerary which he is following. It makes that as in an organic part of
i

‘ space which is created for him and has meaning thanks only for his presence.

!
; ■

:

i
I
:
!

Along the Prince Street, Queen’s street and the York Street, the spacious buildings with 

huge proportions with arcades give a strong enclosed space. E.g.: Cargill’s Millers while 

the Colombo fort acts as a center to the whole city itself.

■

.
{

/SB (Fig 124) Clock tower
f But the Clock tower acts as a center for the fort area.
^=a where Janadhipathi Mawatha and the Chatham Street 

| meet is the Lighthouse turned in to a Clock Tower which

.

r
.
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acts as a land marke. Probably the best k 

1857 is the only lighthouse in the world

road.

nown landmark of the fort, the tower built in 
which also tells the time in the middle of the busy

(Fig 125) Plan & the aerial view- Earlier Dutch governor's house, Now presidency residence

Beside the tower the Queen’s house was built on the land where the house of the last 

Dutch governor was in. now it uses as the Presidency house. So it acts as a major 
administrative center (square) of the area.

i
j

Center marked by the clock tower making a direct axis and so that the Dutch governor’s 

house (later queen’s house now president’s house) acts as the most important place in 

this fortified area in the history as it acted as a small colonial kingdom.

3.3 Place making in different types of spaces.

3.3.1 Streets

■ Bank of Ceylon Mawatha P

Enclosure

(Refer plan 126)

76
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Elevation View towards the Janadhipathy awatha: Plan
(Fig 127) Echelon Square

■

'

(Fig 128) Skyline seen from the
beginning of the Janadhipathy Mawatha
Space defined by the high rises and low profiled

buildings & trees. Front fapade is set back from the

building edge giving the prominence to the building.

Freestanding buildings don't enclose the surrounding area. They destroy the sense of 

enclosure. They disorientate the people in the space.

Newly coming towers are gathered in a one place as a unit. It not the sprawling happens. 

As they are grouped they give an identity to that place. E g.: Echelon square.

If not due to their height they make contnast with the domestic scale buildings and when 

the both are seeing together at close it is uncomfortable as the competition of the scale.
5

-

Palm trees giving continuity 
is defined by the palm trees and the high rises, 

of the building is reduced by the

(Fig 129)

Space
But the scale 
connecting entrance building.

;

\

Ne* simpler buildings seem as alien as their details and materials.
1
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urban situation, there are variety of building uses a„d has to respond for their 

individual special requirements. They can be prepared together 

friendly, rather domestic appearance but with 

visually pleasing street while with the variations 

World Trade-Centre where, the Kaffirs were summoned on roll-call.

as a group with a
many thematic variations. It creates a

in a homogeneous whole. E.g.

Twin towers give contrast with the older buildings which 

When the two are seen together at close the clash of scale is uncomfortable.
are more domestic in scale.

Center
: ': ;

I Twin towers acts as a landmark in the area. So the square in front of it becomes the 

center itself. Continuity achieves through the great vista to the sea of landscaping which 

are the palm trees and the lighting post.

1
15

■ !

Continuity

; Continuity is greatly achieved through the details, palm trees and with far views.

■ York Street

(Refer p 69, fig 130 for the Location map of York Street)

of the most important and prominent street located in the heart of 

the fort and its northern boundary is, the node at the Church Street and Leiden Bastian 

Road and the Southern boundary is the Lotus road node.

York Street is the one

maintained by the street elevations (see fig 131) with aIt has
series of vertical and horizontal rhythms, rich detailing etc. almost all the buildings of the 

street occupy lengthy built plots along the street and bounded together as 

sense of two walls on either side of the street.

a very strong character

a unit creating
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(Fig 132) Beginning of the York Street (Fig 133) Strong building edge defining the 

boundary (York building)
■

Linear buildings along the street make strong edge defining a boundary.
;

(Fig 135) Eastern side of the York street(Fig 134) World trade center 
acting as a background

Enclosure

Form

in scale and with larger plot sizes along
Continuous raw of buildings which are mas 

the street make the boundary to the street

But in the beginning of the York Street fro 

trees make the boundary for the street.

Open space in the eastern side where 

using as a parking area giving lack of enclosur
■

Bank of Ceylon Mawatha, buildings and

Street meets York Street isthe lower Chatham

82i
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(Fig 136) Open space reduces the
sense of enclosure

(fig 137) View towards world trade

b liii

P'*]

(Fig 138) Mudalige Mawatha 

Giving corridor effect

Scale & proportion

British used the scale and proportion to express their power more than the Dutch. So 

most of British period buildings in Fort, are comparatively large in scale and imposing

the power over the human scale, e.g.

JrifffS|§

^ - HMrJ
(Fig UO) National Mutual Building

i-
(fig 139) Gaffoor Building
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W1 used certain elements to give an overpowering „e,ing (% 140) G,ea, 
used to express dominance over others, but 9

enclosure.

So the fascia covering the roof of their buildings strikes as an overriding Cement in

cases.

were
result of that they gave the sense ofas a

:
fj

most

K
■ m;inf TTVT

WuM BH (Fig 141) Facia covering the roof of Bank of 
- , Street.

|f 1 ln Dutch period the arch and pillar

ij Ceylon building, York■ : m
were the most important 

structural elements but British gave them an ornamental look 

since load bearing walls were introduced in-between pillars (fig 

142).
ii

Entrance to the Bank 

Of Ceylon Building
Navy H/Q-Flagstaff Street

: .
(Fig 142) Fine detailing

■M |Fig 143) Fine detailing of the 
{ Cargills & Millers Building

-|-he arcade was an envelope to the building where asmm
the Dutch verandah was. The highly decorated nature 

of the exteriors of the nineteenth century architecture, 
scale of the buildings.E.g. cagills &

sr8k
increase ,hei

Millers
(

E, Ceylon State Trading Corpora,. Ud. in™ - ^ “

detailing which also give continuity. Column
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fine engravings and plaster moldings through out the building
s enhance that quality (fig

143).

enhance the

Two to four storied large scale buildings give 

proportionately appropriate proportion with the widtt, of the street which is 18 m including 

the pavement.

a sense of enclosure making a

See- f(3 i3]

(Fig 144) Longitudinal section of the York Street

Police Head QuartersAustralia building 

(Fig 145 Buildings in the Western fagade of the York Street)

Height breadth of buildings responds sympathetically to each other except the 

building in the second segment of the street.

Cargills & Millers building

Hemas

Height of the buildings and the elements like windows, columns, arcades, cornices are
unity (similarity) to the facade due to the

nf strong continuity. Scale of the buildings 

But the window to wall ratio is

having a similar scale and proportion adds a

a sensescale & proportion while allowing
Muces through them as they minimise th. b*ness ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

minimum to give the sense of enclosure 
arcades more openness achieved masking the balance hPtween the sense of enclosure

continuity.
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Continuity

In general the street gives a strgng_sense of continuity with
spatial punctuation.

« beginS fr°m the EChe'°n SqUare and mns t0 the church street continuously meeting 

with the Canal Road, Hospital Street, Chatham street and Mudalige Mawatha making the 

lateral continuity maintaining the direct continuation of the street facade through 

continuous raw of buildings which are massive in scale and with i^r pmt ci,0c
the

At the western side the continuity is maintained with the limited voids which are the 

streets stretching towards the sea side, but in Eastern side the continuity is disturbed by 

some urban voids.

se, v, 81

(Fig 146) West fagade of the York Street

fiflSe&

(Fig 145) East fagade of the York Street

Sky line & Building Line

Straight hnilrlinn line and the street edge is mor. dominant feature in this area giving the 

5,r°ng sense of continuity. It adds richness to the built fabric Although the new buildings 

fnalntain the street line, they add unpleasant view of the skyline.

in few buildings which make a 

of enclosure (fig 143). But most of
decorative cornices exceptRoofs are covered by the 

Variety of the street facades and enhance the sense
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the new buildings are not compatible with 

Building.

Chapter Threei i

the existing buildings. E.g. Gridlays Bank

i
Change of skyline (fig 146) can to dominate the special buildings mainly the religious 
buildings like mosques, churches etc.

(Fig 146) (Fig 147)

Change of building line creates some point of interest and Overhanging upper floor make 

an anti space while ground floor is in the same building line (Fig 147). But unreasonable 

change of it can make the incompatibility.

?,• ' : 1

So it depicts that a building with a contrast height (skyline) with a set back (building line) 

adds a hierarchy to the street facade.

Facade Treatment

Similar floor heights, window lines & cornices maintain the horizontal rhythm giving the 

unity & continuity while the vertical divisions like columns, windows, arcades etc add a 

variety to the facade with their colors & detailing (fig 145). The slight variation of the 

building heights,
£-9- fine details and color enhance the quality of the Cargills & Millers building as a

;

treatments and some details like cornices break the monotony.comer
!

(Fig 148) Cargills Building with the new building
cheerfulness to the existingThey render mere 

prestigious character of the street as a place. Built forms

with
continuity. Long arcaded buildings with the continuous

arcades, rhythmic details of arcades generate the
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fenestration of the indoor and outdoor create 

horizontal rhythm with continuity.
the balance between the vertical and

(Fig 149) Eastern side of the York Street

[Fvfv.

But in the firstMM* segment, the change of story heights 
cause for the disharmony of the built fabric (fig 134)..

a?
i
i

Interestingly, in the Eastern side of the York Street, it has been used the heights and the 

elements specially the arcade familiar to the human scale, but they have failed to give 

the original sense of continuity and the enclosure (fig 149).

its®!jiggir■

,
U:.

Id

i 'llTtvll (~ I g

! j I mm
i ^ ■ im “

(Fig 150) Grid lays Building (Fig 151) Arcade of the Gridlays Building

Although the arcade in the ground floor maintains the horizontal continuity, vertical 

windows exploit the vertical continuity in the Gridlays bank building.

: It is mainly due to the absence of the secondary detailing which reduce the spatial 

continuity of the built fagade with out considering the floor levels and the wall to opening 

ratio resulting the monotony. Continuous and excessive
affects for that. (Also in the Hemas Building) they make contrast with the historical fabric 

leaking the harmony.

use of vertical elements also

' :

S'lce the buildings have no vrindows, it prevents the inside outside relationship.

n
Hl'gh quality building facades and their proper restoration makes a street livable place.

n

i 88i :
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Special places created in an urban space provide 

experience the nature in a spontaneous and relaxed setting.

proportions of the parts and the fine craftsmanship of the brick 

heads make a cheerful fagade with continuity.

places for various activities to

walls and the window

The directional quality of the street is terminated by the low scale 

Authority building at the end and it doesn't give a strong identity as a focal point. 

Although cutting an edge of a street with a building can make a street livable place here 

the building doesn’t create a focus enough as its scale & proportion.

Sri Lankan Ports

! f mm m (Fig 152)Far view of the Port Authority Building at the extreme 

end of the York Street

But the new building facades haven’t considered about 
j the facade details like ornamented roofs with cornices, 

IHHa skyline etc of the historical fabric.

m
: SLWf

;:
Corner Treatment

Almost all corners had responded to that particular junction maintaining the solidity and
:

the continuity making a strong enclosure around the node.

' !

IU\ i

V

t-ntt
..._____j

r*- w.r *,-3
It ^ &

Nations Trust buildingGrand Oriental Hotel 
(Fig 153) Comer treatments of the buildings

Bristol Building
:

it is not compatible with the 

ratio of the wall to window openings)
has responded to the corner,Although the new building 

historical facade as its less openness (minimum

89p;
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they have not given the required specialty to th 

(fig 153).
e corner seen in the historical built fabric

- Jfllrla
| Also they had got some special elements

maatiss

trr

\

(Fig 154) YMBA Building in Sir Baron Jayathilaka Mm
awatha5

i
i on the skyline of the 

comer buildings giving variety to the buildings. It contributes to 

strengthen the character of the Fort

*

area.

Center

(Fig 155) View towards the high risers from the Port Authority 
Building

Beginning of the street the high raises act as a center.

The twin towers of the World Trade Center can be seen in the background, with the 

foreground being occupied by three buildings dating from the 19th Century.

But street itself becomes a center where the arcades and other streets focusing. There 

are other important places which acts as centers in the York Street

. 1 p" '
ii

Jti 0: :cd
ii*;

ri

&

(Hy 156) Node in front of 

^8 Port Authority Building 

(Building it self is a center/focal point)

(Fig 157) Open Parking in the Eastern side of the 

York Street as an important open space near the node.
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.
;

(Fig 158) Node where York Street (Fig 159) Node where Chatham Street meets York Street
meets Sir Baron Jayathilake Mawatha

Conclusion

A strong histone character & identity has achieved in the western side of the York Street 

as its strong sense of continuity & the enclosure. But as the new buildings like Gridlays 

Bank developed in the Eastern side of the York Street has destroyed that character very 

sympathetically. In the historical fabric when it considers the individual buildings, they 

have their own character.:

:
I ■ Chatham Street

Although Chatham Street has two segments named lower 

Chatham and Upper Chatham at present due to many 

reasons like security, road blocks, road intersections etc it 
seems as a very chaotic place. Also there can be seen 3 

segments as upper, middle and lower Chatham as they 

different individual characters although the street 

whole has very strong physical character which is
posses 

as a
remarkable among other streets in fort area.

160) Location of the Chatham Street

** upper Chatham Street begins a. the in.erseo.ion of Flag Stat. Street and the Galle
Street clock tower at the node

Middle Chatham Street begins at this node
Buck

"Meeting the Janadhipathy Mawatha.

historical Chatham 

The
road and it ends at the

;

91
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: :
and ends at the York Street node of Chatham Street. The Lower Ch 

from here and ends at the Lotus road intersection (See fig 12Q.

■ Middle Chatham Street

atham Street begins

1
! !

Built form

This area gets its unique character as the small scale closely packed building plots 

especially in the northern side of the street, in the Southern side it varies as the large 

scale plot sizes near the clock tower. So the buildings have become tall and 

which are bounded together creates two continuous walls on either sides. Street width is 

less comparative to the height of the buildings. It conveys a sense of enclosure creating 

a corridor effect (See fig 162).

narrow

;

S&& . f(9 I62

:!

(Fig 163) Cross Section

Government institutions like Transwork House and the Central Telegraph Office along 

with the Telecom offices and the Colombo Commercial Company buildings give the 

sense of enclosure. But the amount of the sense of enclosure is reduced to a certain 

extent as the open lands on both sides up to the York Street.

.!

mi
•:*U v ’ \

£
■ ml

(Fig 165) Corridor effect of the Street
Focusing the clock tower as a land mark.

(^9 164) View towards the Lower 
Latham from the clock tower.
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’X
..........a#*''

m&ms/nk i.

M ‘

M5WS

fcp 'T ‘ ■*.'■ '•.

b.

[uir 0w, mmft, m so** <* #» *■» of»» to tat IF*, ,87) Fs^
e street

Skyline with the mosque as an object

Up to the York Street intersection buildings 

Commerce building.
are with long plots. E.g. Chamber of

After the clock tower, towards the Upper Chatham Street, the width of the street begins 

to increase slightly (see map and the fig 166).

Continuity

Horizontal and vertical continuity enhance by the vertical and horizontal rhythm. Building 

heights maintain the continuity except in some cases. It gives order to the street focusing 

towards the clock tower. (See the elevation of the Middle Chatham Street.)

Building Line & Skyline

Building lines are strictly maintained contributing to achieve the continuity and unity (see 

plan and the fig 166).
ft
T LM7 ?

vr

&V-

Facades A.

‘1 Details of facades enhance the continuity (fig 168). Arcades (E.g.
and the details and division of 

most of the commercial activities 

Chatham Street they have tried to

Ifwm\mm ,,g 7 mi w/ ihM\M IiIjP&ammk

Marketing Department Building)%
| shop fronts contribute for it. As

happening in the Middle
ir individuality through the built form and the facades

m
c

express the

| (fig 166).
\ (Fig 168) National Mutual Building

to|r

Ii
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As the corridor effect and the directional quality with the direct vi 

gives the sense of the continuity, characteristic to

Since the Upper Chatham is not accessible to the general public 

problems it will not consider this area for the study. But to get clea 

aS a whole author has reviewed this
unpublished data.

ew to the clock tower
a path.

as the security 

r idea about the street 
in general through the literature survey of thearea

Generally it has a residential character.

Corner treatments

(Fig 169) Corner enhances the continuity. 
Nations Trust Building

Center

Historical Clock tower acts as the center of this street also. In the beginning of the Lower 

Chatham Street the clock tower is visible but walking along the street it is not so 

Prominent. When approaches towards the Middle Chatham Street it becomes the main 

focal Point, as the street becomes narrow giving the feeling of the building lines as 

Getting closer.

«ws are also directly focused to the dock tower from the Janadhipath, Mawatha and 

ttle Chatham Street as an important and prominent landmark.
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, Janadhipathy Mawatha

(Fig 170) First segment of the 
Janadhipathy Mawatha

(Fig 171) informally defines strong 

sense of enclosure as the sea.

janadhipathy Mawatha extends from the nodal point in the Northern end of the Galle 

Face drive up to the Church Street neighboring the port. Lying along the north south axis

directly, it makes an important entrance to the fort (See fig 172 & 173).

Bills The clock tower divide the street in to two parts which 
4 there are number of new buildings along the first segment 

of the Janadhipathy Mawatha and the historical buildings 

in the second segment mainly the queen’s house (before 

Dutch governor’s house now presidents house), General 

post office, old parliament building, National Mutual 

building of the harbor side(north side).
(Fig 174) Location of the Janadhipathy Mawatha

■

mmwmmbmmfeamm
%

Vi

mmmum
For this study this street was taken although there are practical problems like 

inaccessibility as this street gets a different character from the York Street due to the 

new buildings which are developed in the first segment.
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Enclosure

guilt Form

'»<he firsl se9me"‘ 0f tt,e Mawatha there are less comparted buildings

*ough the historical built fabric is compacted. President's hose is the most important 

building which has enhanced by the axial location of the clock tower.

Built Scale & Proportion

Height and breadth of the buildings sympathetically respond to each other which are 

almost similar. Bulkiness and the huge scale provide the sense of enclosure to the 

pedestrian.

Although the proportions of the buildings are similar double height arcade of the National 

Mutual building and the Bank of Ceylon building violate that proportions.

Sky line & building line

There are vacant lands on some places breaking the continuity of the building line and 

the skyline. Horizontal and vertical continuity is maintained in the historical buildings 

while the new buildings enhance the vertical continuity strongly. They have also 

"eglected the traditional roofs cape. This leads to decrease the sense of enclosure. 

There is no coherence (continuity) of the built fagade.

' .. $ ' ■: V

-r*
is

f enclosure created(Fig 177) Sense o

with natural elements.
(F'9176> Echelon square with historical buildings. 

6 skyline dominates by the new high risers.
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NeW buildings almost have flat roofs.

Fa?ade treatment

Similar floor heights maintain the horizontal continuity.

(Fig 178) National Mutual Building

Very rich facades 

Eastern side the
with details enhance the continuity. In the 

details of cornices, decorative columns, 
arcades and window detailing enrich that quality.

But the buildings like Central Bank, Hotel Intercontinental and other buildings violate the 

continuity of the fagade as the diverse vertical and horizontal elements. Two storied 

high podium attempt to continue the horizontality although it is unsuccessful as the 

vertical continuity.

Corner treatment

They have responded to the corner of the street maintaining the continuity. Their solidity 

Qives the sense of enclosure.

But the

^continental responds to the corner.

Stalling

9rjety colors, materials and detailing visualize in the both sides of the street.

9 Echelon barracks near the Southern entrance. But there’s no smooth connection 

*'th otfier places. Colors and textures in the historical buildings (E.g. Cargill's Millers 

U"din9) make a conversation with the user giving the continuity. But reflective glasses 

^ an unfriendly environment. Also the dark tinted glasses doesn’t define a spatial

ndarY as they are too absorptive reflective or transparent.

buildings have neglected that. But the boundary wall of the hotelnew
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Conclusion

The new buildings in the Janadhipathy Mawatha violate th 

continuity destroying the historical character of the place
e sense of enclosure and the

When a new building designs in a historical area, its detailed spatial structure in 

appearance should relate to the sunrounding context. It should maintain
and out 

or enhance the
character of the place. But in this street it has destroyed the character where thro 

new buildings may enhance the historical character
ugh the 

utilizing the valuable land
economically as a strong place.

3.3.2 Squares at road intersections

Traditionally entrance to the urban space is given the prominence as we can see it 

clearly in the Bastian door. Now it is using as a security entrance. It was a well defined 

entry due to the existence of the boundary wall. But today entry points to most towns are 

less defined.

If the roads which are connecting important points are meeting in a junction naturally 

becomes a main focal point. But due to the heavy traffic at these points, these entrances 

are widening which reduce the sense of enclosure.

When the square becomes large in size the surrounding buildings fail to make their scale

anc* proportion according to that. So the 
s‘eps, furniture, fountains, sculptures and monuments should be placed with these

considerations.

of enclosure is diminishing. Also thesense

% Rome

h many of the changes through
Alth°ugh the 

0ut the hist

static it has undergone througspaces are
ory.
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3.3.3 Arcades

(Fig 179) Arcade of the Bank of Ceylon Building-texture,
Continuous grand arcades give strong sense of continuity with their paving 

patterns, colors, textures & the detailing. Simple new additions give contrast of 
the inner entrance fagade.

colour, details

(Fig 180) inside out side relationship
Pedestrians make an interest of the road through the Grand arches making 

the lateral continuity giving the inside outside relationship. Uninterrupted, 
covered walkways convey them a more relax and live urban experience. 
(Arcade of the Cargill’s Millers Building)
Width to breadth ratio achieves the sense of enclosure. Arches reduce the

bulkiness.

(Fir 182) Horizontal continuity 

emphasized.
historical facade of the Cargill’s Building

(Fig 181) Arcade of the Cargills Building 

inside out side relationship achieved.
Strong sense of continuity maintaining in the

F•WWlr r
! -7

J :
184) Boundaries give a corridor effect. 

ain entrance to the fort.& ^) Changes of the 

««•»-»»
(Fig
Bastian door-m

environment.
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Enclosure

Enclosure achieved through the rigid columns, roof and architect 

pedestrians make an interest of the road through the G 

continuity giving the inside outside relationship. Unint 

them 3 more relax and live urban experience.

ural features.
rand arches making the lateral 

errupted, covered walkways convey

Concluding remarks

&the Colombo Fort area is Previously used mainly as a commercial and administrative 

center, the foreign nations have designed the urban space according to that, making the 

urban space very geometrical and with the overpowering character. They had created 

remarkable boundary around the area with the highly visible continuity. Continuity gives 

a distinct character to the place. Administrative center acts as the center of the whole 

urban space. Urban space gives many possibilities to the user with the maximum 

enjoyability. Mainly it is as the street, which gives the pathway experience through the 

design elements as discussed. There seems the urban space as a dynamic field of 

movement.

But in the present situation, according to the changing situation, function of the space 

has been changed. Attempt has been got to harmonize the new development with the 

existing character. There is a clear contradiction in the present and the past place 

making of this area resulting a chaotic environment as they have not identified the basic 

Principles of doing that. Now also the historical character is there with slight changes 

which can enhance by maintaining the spirit of the place according to the changing 

nee.d$ of the nation.

Concluding Analysis

Str°ng sense of vertical & horizontal continuity of sense of enclosure 

*“«%»*, of me York Street adds a unique character to theconmily 

Spared to the York streets others are having less sen 
^9 their own characters while contributing to the whole character of the

of the historical
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Compared to other streets, Middle Chatham Streetdock tower of the square where the president’s ZsideT " ****/ea^ to

livable experience adding a character to the street. ^ the street as a

High rises in Janadhipathi Mawatha makes a center to the area acti 

Beginning of Janadhipathy Mw. High rises & middle rises gave the

®* “ser mM"9 “ m°re «> »» »** ,fte 

“ca/ c/,aracter This st™t gets its uniqueness due to the

brings 8. me historical huUmgs which a™ in maical Kic,orcacaa, heh,ea„ 

the new character & the existing character.

ng as a landmark, 

sense of enclosure to

more
presence of nearly

Bank of Ceylon Mawatha has got its uniqueness due to the informal figure which is in 

front of the world trade center. This guides the street to differ from other streets making, 

an informal gathering place(square) though the high rises adding a character to the 

place.

So through the analysis of the case study the following results has been obtained.

■ There is a unique character of the fort area expressed as a spatial quality due to 

the new building and the existing building as the result of place making 

(intangible spatial quality).

■ This character has been achieved through the architectural attributes which 

tangible. There attributes are governed to make the pnnciple of place m g 

which are the center, enclosure & continuity.

are

which refers as the spirit of place in 

which is expressed through
S° it is evident that there’s a spatial quality 

Colombo fort which can create, maintain, & enhance

the character.
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CONCLUSION

To search on the term of the “Spirit of the Place” 

concepts of space, place and the place making
as a base it was searched on the

Through them, the following analytical results were obtained

. Defining the “space” makes a “place” which is called “place making”.

• Center, enclosure and continuity are the principles of which

■ So the.Center, enclosure and continuity are the “spirit” of the place which 

create through the architectural attributes.

■ “Spirit of the Place” is perceived through the character of the place.

makes a “place"

can

Finally, these are examined in the urban context in Colombo Fort and the case study 

makes it evident that the spatial quality referred as the spirit of the place is present and 

can be created through the architectural attributes. This spirit of the place is expressed 

through the character of the area.

So it is appropriate to search about the guideline proposals to maintain the spirit of the 

place for the Colombo Fort to make this study more comprehensive.

Dev | W^,C^ ,S ma*n P,ann,n9 authority in the country, has proposed the

pla ^men* Plans (DGP s) in 1999 which has specific guidelines of the zoning 

r and building regulations, introduced under section 39 of the planning and building 

(je l0nS f°r cify Colombo. There the zoning plans and building regulations 

e ^e general requirements and conditioned designed for the area and such 

,0ns has modified to suit local conditions in terms of environmental characteristics 

hltectural design and urban form but it is simply a statement of planners objective

30(1 vision for the particular 

Vo,ume

areas.

t plan-1999 in full. and
on. describes «be Co,eb.be

>°lume describes the planning and bull In0 p|an (specimen) (or Colom
0f volume one describes the Developmen g 

Fort
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CaseStudy: Urban Spaces^nColomboFort^ Race”

ConclusionA"”®1’ “ C°VerS Plannin9 a"« feign polic|es
environmental improvement, pedestrian anw ’ 8 68

ivi open orjjj-
we„sity of development, conservation and redevelop™ , 

dead, express about the architecture, guidelines 1 

set tack distances, color, materials, details etc

A,,dough they have mentioned tha, the new buildings must com„ ™ 

buildings, they haven’t further explained how I, should be d 'he

(See the over leaves for the details)

°n land 

system, 
of areas and

use, transport, 
building height,

buildings, it 
specific building heights, 

specific to thewhich should be
area, 

existing
one.

Guide Lines for Development

Zone Urban Focus Historic Core Middle Rise Zone High Rise Zone
Guidelines iA) i§) (C)land Use Recreational & Cultural (D)Commercial,

Tourism,
Banking & Finance

Banking and
Finance,
Commercial,
Institutional,
Residential

Banking and Finance
Institutional
Residential
Recreational

BuildingDensity & Ground + Two (11.25m 
Form of | maximum height)

scattered in large green 
areas

1) Arcades to suit
the existing 
Architecture

6-15 storeys with
open areas suitably 
landscaped

Unlimited height permitted,
surrounded by green areasDevelopment

2) Ground + Four 
Floors (18.75m 
maximum 
height) 
permitted^t Coverage

30% 60% Ground Level up to podium 
- 80% above Podium Level 

-40%

80%

Access
Chaitya Road 
Part of Janadhipathi Mw, 
Church St. Bank of 
Ceylon Mw

Pat of Janadhipathi Mw.
Bank of Ceylon Mw, 
CHcott Mw.
Main St.

Lotus Road 
Main street 
Olcott Mw.

York St. Church St. 
,Sir Baron
Jayathilake Mw., Part 
of Janadipathi Mw., 
Bank of Ceylon Mw., 
Lotus Rd.
Part of Chattam St.& 
Bristol St.

3- Vehicular

b.p, Part of Janadhipathi Mw. 
Bank of Ceylon Mw. 
Olcott Mw.
Main St.

Tsinan Part of Janadhipathi Mw, 
Calle Buck Rd. &
Flag staff St.

Mudalige
Mw.Extension, linking 
York St. and Lotus

Chattham St. 
Mudalige Mw. and its 
extension,

Rd.
Part of Janadhipathi 
Mw., Canal Row. 
Hospital St. Duke St.
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W Study: Urban Spaces in Colombo Fort.Case

Conclusion
New 1.1. Extend the 

existing Arcades 
along all 
vehicular and 
pedestrianized 
roads, within the 
property 
boundaries for 
public use.

''General
Guidelines

1. A Green belt 
should be 
maintained 
along the canal 
as a recreational

developments, 
extensions, or 
alterations should 
not disturb the 
existing 
architectural 
character.

1. Modem building 
material and 
Architectural elements 
are encouraged.

area

2. Arcades along 
York Street 
should maintain 
the character of 
existing arcades 
of Cargills and 
Millers 
Buildings

Identified 
historically 
important buildings 
should be 
preserved. The 
buildings which are 
not compatible with 
these buildings 
should be modified 
in order to achieve 
the same character

2. 2. This 
green belt 
should link with 
the proposed 
urban focus 
through the 
proposed 
Mudalige 
Mawatha3. Identified 

historically & 
Archaelogically 
buildings should 
be preserved. 
The buildings 
which do not 
match with 
these buildings 
should be 
modified in order 
to achieve an 
Architectural 
quality.

3. Masonry
boundary walls not 
permitted

4. No set 
backs at ground 
level permitted 
in street 
facades, unless 
mentioned in the 
layout.

5. Colours 
of the external 
walls should 
blend with the 
existing colonial 
buildings.

e,JJorCoiomboFort
(Fig 186) DGP s Guideiin



examination of the Concept of “Spirit of the Place" 
Study: Urban sPaces in Colombo Fort.

Conclusion
*«.-« >0 »»tonm Plan, the Fort ,s classified as , concentrated deve|opment ^

»the g«ral z°"'"3 plan ,he concen,ra,ed development zone can have uniimited 

of "P°re- But as d,scussed earller a^oxah it is necessary to concentrate thenumber
high risers in a one place, if it becomes a solid coreloosing the sense of continuity although they get the s^6 ^ a'ienated and fear

floors from the ground level can be opened °f ** enclosure- So, one or
,9^ out to maximize the continuity with thetwo

glimpse view of the sea.

i&n h*tu Kjmm»
—T

/
3------ 4

(Fig 187)

Alstflfie concentrated zone will act as a center (a land mark) to the commercial center 
as the newly coming high risers are concentrated on to two places where charmers’ 

granary and the Echelon Square are located. Everyday users will find an interesting 

experience from the place through their busy urban lifestyle.

of high risers giving sense of 

(Echelon Square)
(Fj9188)P, (Fig 189)3d form 

Enclosure
roposed highrisers cores

^king a boundary around the area, 
fch el0n Square & Charmers Granary area)

Cargills & Millers, Gafoor 

buildings with less 

It also

core, where theVial Mention has given to the historical
""S, General post office building, etc. At present this area" Macter.

**= floors. The GDP emphasizes the need to *"

historic core area.Vura9es the vicinity in order to maintain the
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An examination of the Conceptof “Spirit of the Place"
Case

ConclusionBut the guidelines have not limited the minimum 
about the guidelines when demolishing of the'put^ 

important as the building height is the one of the ^ 

sense of enclosure.

number of floors for
a building and 

are very 

affects to the

owner buildings etc. These 

most important attribute

\

0 \
(Fig 190)

(jxctc op (Mi dpSuort,
There said the new arcades as to be harmonized with the existing arcades. But the new 

buildings don’t seem to consider it. So they must be acknowledged that the horizontal & 

vertical continuity as an important requirement when treating to the building fagade. E.g
Gridlays Building.

Also the principles are said to maintain the character in the streets, but doesn't say much 

about what are the aspects as to be treated. As an example the details of the buildings 

must be proportionate to the scale and proportion of the building which enhance the 

continuity and the sense of enclosure. Simple detailing can be used to enhance the 

existing character.

In the past as the foreigners are more considered aboutthe gcts

% walls and grid patterned streets. . But in present sltu^°n'^ q{ continuityi at 

strong boundary. Although the streets greatly emphas ^ ^ lead t0 minimize the 

Present as the many additions, closing the ends of th ts with views

experience. Important views are covered. So replacing

as a

Place , cues

^ c are essential. Also there can provide seating areas for the pedestrians in the p 

e -fluares, in the upper Chatham Street, Lower Chatham street etc.

Nodal . So the pedestrianspoints are getting wider and loosing the"spaces along 

»their place in the urban context as the> P by w,oducing

So the existing road widths should be ^ ^ , ,h, 
t0 feduce the traffic flow. And the positioning integraf,on between 

^ake the continuity making the city’s image an

too

i

!
1
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urban Spaces in Colombo Fort

Conclusion

grid pattern of the streets and the security, the earlier centre of the historic 

,t seem to be function. So allowing it as administrative center, a new urban center 

enhance the urban space as a strong place which concretizes the existential 
*ntho,d of the local inhabitants and also foreigners.

areaAs the

doesn

summary, although it seems that the UDA has identified some important 

of place making, they have not much stressed on them. These guide
As a
attributes 

lines can 

existing ones 

center development.

interpret in different ways. So giving mere specific guidelines with the 

will enhance the quality of the “place” preventing the chaotic urban

Development Guide plan (Specimen) for Colombo Fort which is described in the part 
of the gazetted city of Colombo Development plan -1999 of the

three of volume one
has identified 4 zones of development in the area (see overleaf)as ^

CMRSP

Residential Zone 

the Historical Core 

Middle Rise Zone 

High Rise Zone

the A, Care onthe new proposals 

and on D zones.
There

(Fig 191

new street 

but the way it is
, there's a proposal to introduce a

the sense of wcont'"^

f affect for the sense of enclosure*

In the historic core

which can improve

doing may
;

A* s v
o 15 JIJN 2006 U

l

/S.U
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i-ation of the Concept of “Spirit of the Place” 
An £gXgtudy: urban Spaces in Colombo Fort.

Conclusion

And the introducing 

affect to minimize the
:•!0 Jk-M open green ! j

space will 

e street.
!may

corridor effect of thThishj Yu also Le 3°effect.9
(Fig 192)

Echelon Square (zoned) and the charmers Granary areas will be inco 

High risers allowing the mass scale development. This will increase th 

enclosure in the urban space.

rporated with the 

je sense of the
f
■

I
:

:

*

I
!

;

!

:

J

;

{

j
J

.!
(piQ 194)

wards the western boundary wilt be kept as a green w 
^ »» sea to the soutb o, tbe Fort making the continuity towards

{

!
are

%a,

hich (zone A) will 

ea and I
* •:

i
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^mation of the Concept of “Spirit of the Place” 
j^Study: Urban Spaces in Colombo Fort.

1

£°!]c^sionfie built environment enhancing the relationship (jnside 

made and the natural environment. outside) betwe
en the man

rj

I
it
i-

»
>

f

I

{(Fig 196) (Fig 197)
.t
iThe guide plan has attempted to enhance the “spirit of the Place” in the Fort area. It‘s

proposals are leading to create and enhance the principles of place making which are 

the center, enclosure and continuity.
r
f
i

•*
There iare other proposals done by the architects on the ^cept of the
the area. But as in this study it is mainly contributed^ to ^ ^ not g0 into a

'spirit of the Place" making this concept as the spirit o ^ ^ attributes of creating 

depth study on the proposals and guidelines. But it has den^ ^ Qf enhancing and 

the above said principles. So further studies can be do

Preservation of the spirit of the place in the fort 

w,th the human

f

and also the concept in associationarea
aspect.

I
•<

\
j
;
■

:
:i

!

i I
:■

!
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